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Reporting Model: Managerial Cost Accounting – Tab F1

OVERALL OBJECTIVE
The purpose of the attached briefing material is to brief the board on the results of the
FASAB Managerial Cost Accounting and Reporting Questionnaire that was submitted to the
Chief Financial Officers Council and obtain additional direction for the project. A specific
question for the board appears on page 6.
BRIEFING MATERIAL
The following documents are attached to this transmittal memorandum:
 Attachment 1 – Project Plan presented at December 2009 board meeting
 Attachment 2 – FASAB Managerial Cost Accounting and Reporting Questionnaire
Example
 Attachment 3 – Agenda for June 15, 2010, FASAB Forum on Managerial Cost Accounting:
Requirements, Uses and Best Practices
In addition, the following enclosures are included in separate tabs following this transmittal
memorandum:
 Subtab 1 – Staff Summary of Responses
 Subtab 2 – Responses to Questionnaire by Question and Agency
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 Subtab 3 – Table of Responses to Questionnaire by Agency and Question
Furthermore, in an effort to conserve resources, the complete responses in their original form
are posted on FASAB’s website at http://www.fasab.gov/pdffiles/complete_responses.pdf
(280 pages)

 Subtab 4 – Agency Statements of Net Cost and Related Disclosures

NEXT STEPS
June 2010

Hold FASAB Forum on Managerial Cost Accounting: Requirements, Uses and Best
Practices on Tuesday, June 15, 2010 (see Attachment 3 to this transmittal memo).

Present preliminary results of research, questionnaires, and interviews at the June 23,
2010 board meeting (see Subtabs 1, 2 and 3 following this transmittal memo).

Continue research of cost accounting best practices and gather information on the
experiences of other governments with managerial cost accounting and reporting.
July 2010

Assemble task force to discuss areas for additional guidance to improve managerial
cost accounting and reporting within the federal government.

Finalize consolidation and staff analysis of research, questionnaires and interviews.
October 2010

Present preliminary task force recommendations to board members for consideration
and decision on further action (e.g., amendment to standard, implementation guide,
best practices guide, etc)
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BACKGROUND
At the February 2010 meeting, the board approved the use of a questionnaire to solicit
information on agencies’ successes and challenges in implementing Statement of Federal
Financial Accounting Standards 4, Managerial Cost Accounting Concepts and Standards in the
Federal Government (SFFAS 4), as amended and supplemented. However, the board
suggested that staff might have more success using a two-step approach to sending out the
questionnaire: (1) send a brief one-page questionnaire to agency management to gauge the use
of cost accounting within an agency and solicit contact information for the principal people
involved in implementing SFFAS 4, and (2) send a more detailed questionnaire to those
principal contacts identified in the first step.
At the advice of the board, staff conducted the survey as a two-part process. This briefing
material provides the consolidated survey responses and staff analysis to members for
discussion at the June 23, 2010, board meeting.

STATUS OF EFFORTS
Number of Responses Received
As of May 31, 2010, the following 18 responses to the detailed questionnaire have been
received:
Abbreviation

Full Name

DOC/NIST

Department of Commerce / National Institute of Standards and Technology

DOC/NOAA

Department of Commerce / National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

DOC/USPTO

Department of Commerce / U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

DOD/USACE

Department of Defense / U.S. Army Corp of Engineers

DOD/NAVY

Department of Defense / Navy

ED/FSA

Department of Education / Federal Student Aid

DOI/USBR

Department of Interior / Bureau of Reclamation

DOT/FAA

Department of Transportation / Federal Aviation Administration

DOT/FHWA

Department of Transportation / Federal Highway Administration

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

GSA/FPSD

General Services Administration / Financial and Payroll Services Division

GSA/OFPO

General Services Administration / Office of Financial Policy & Operations
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Abbreviation

Full Name

HUD

Department of Housing and Urban Development

SBA

Small Business Administration

USDA/APHIS

U.S. Department of Agriculture / Animal Plant Health Inspection Service

USDA/FSA

U.S. Department of Agriculture / Farm Service Agency

USDA/OCFO

U.S. Department of Agriculture / Office of Chief Financial Officer

USDA/OCIO

U.S. Department of Agriculture / Office of Chief Information Officer

It is important to note that responses were received from individuals from each of the above
agencies at varying staff and managerial levels and do not necessarily represent the views of
the agency as a whole.
Staff has presented a high-level summary of the responses to the detailed questionnaire at
Subtab 1 beginning on page 31. Please refer to Subtabs 2 and 3 for a more detailed look at the
specific responses to each question. In addition, the complete responses in their original form
are posted on FASAB’s website at http://www.fasab.gov/pdffiles/complete_responses.pdf.
In addition, we held informal interviews with individuals from the following two agencies:
Abbreviation

Full Name

DOD/USAF

Department of Defense / U.S. Air Force

DHS

Department of Homeland Security

Staff has presented a high-level summary of the interviews at Subtab 1 beginning on page 44.
FASAB Forum on Managerial Cost Accounting: Requirements, Uses, and Best Practices
Staff is hosting a forum for the federal community to share information about the requirements,
uses, and best practices in meeting the goals of Statement of Federal Financial Accounting
Standards 4, Managerial Cost Accounting Standards and Concepts, as amended and
supplemented. Participants will have an opportunity to share ideas after hearing from speakers.
The forum, Managerial Cost Accounting: Requirements, Uses and Best Practices, will be held
Tuesday, June 15, 2010, from 8:30 AM to 12:30 PM in the GAO Auditorium at 441 G. Street, NW.
After a brief period where registration was reserved for CFO Council agencies, registration was
opened to the entire federal financial management community on a first come, first-served basis.
Based on initial registrations as of May 24, 2010, staff anticipates registration will fill to capacity
(approximately 240 participants).
See the agenda at Attachment 3 to this transmittal memorandum for more information.
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STAFF ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on a review of the responses to the questionnaires, agency statements of net cost and
related disclosures, and discussion with various agency personnel, it appears likely that there is
significant variance in the nature and type of cost information that is captured, used, and
reported. Furthermore, staff has only heard from a sampling of the federal financial
management community because the responses received were often limited to only certain
divisions or funds within an agency.
Even with the limited review that staff has conducted up until this point, it seems that very little
comparison could be done across, or even within, agencies. For example, responsibility
segments reported on the statement of net cost, if any, vary widely. The most popular
responsibility segments are strategic goals; major programs; products and services; lines of
business; or offices, operating units, branches, and divisions.
SFFAS 4, par. 77, states that “the management of each reporting entity should define and
establish responsibility segments.” FASAB defines a responsibility segment as “a significant
organizational, operational, functional, or process component which has the following
characteristics: (a) its manager reports to the entity’s top management; (b) it is responsible for
carrying out a mission, performing a line of activities or services, or producing one or a group of
products; and (c) for financial reporting and cost management purposes, its resources and
results of operations can be clearly distinguished, physically and operationally, from those of
other segments of the entity” (source: FASAB Pronouncements As Amended, Consolidated
Glossary).
Should someone provide more detailed guidance on how responsibility segments should be
defined and established throughout government to enhance consistency and comparability?
Probably. Should FASAB be the one to do it? That is not readily apparent. Given the diverse
nature of programs throughout the federal government, FASAB may not have the comparative
advantage to undertake such a task.
FASAB staff was told that Adam Goldberg, director of Treasury's new Office of Financial
Innovation and Transformation (OFIT), would likely be developing a governmentwide definition
of “program” to enhance consistency in reporting. In developing the new “statement of
spending,” Regina Kearney, OMB, said she would look into that because they should probably
use the same definitions if that were the case.2
Beyond the question of defining “responsibility segment,” FASAB staff believes that there are
other areas that could be enhanced by providing additional detailed guidance. It is not apparent
at this time whether that would be best accomplished through an amendment to the existing
standards, an implementation guide, a best practices guide, or other. FASAB staff requests
permission to form a task force of representatives from the federal financial management
community to develop additional guidance that would improve cost accounting and reporting to
enable comparisons within and across agencies. The preliminary results of the task force would

2

The Chief Financial Officers Council’s reporting model subgroup is looking at ways to tie the spending data from
usaspending.gov to the audited financial statements. A tentative proposal of the group is to have a “statement of
spending” that includes all cash-basis outlay data that would tie to the statement of budgetary resources and footnote
obligation data that would tie to usaspending.gov data. This statement would be required by OMB as other
accompanying information in agency-level financial statements.
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be provided to the board in October 2010 for consideration and decision on further action (e.g.,
amendment to standard, implementation guide, best practices guide, etc).
In making your decision, one point to consider is that SFFAS 4 does not presently require the
reporting of cost information beyond the face of the statement of net cost. Therefore, further
benefits to be achieved from managerial cost accounting for decision-making purposes does not
presently affect agencies’ compliance with GAAP beyond reporting by responsibility segment on
the statement of net cost.
However, it should be noted that one of the purposes of the Federal Financial Management
Improvement Act of 1996 (FFMIA)3 was to “require Federal financial management systems to
support full disclosure of Federal financial data, including the full costs of Federal programs and
activities, to the citizens, the Congress, the President, and agency management, so that
programs and activities can be considered based on their full costs and merits.”4 FFMIA
requires that “Each agency shall implement and maintain financial management systems that
comply substantially with Federal financial management systems requirements, applicable
Federal accounting standards, and the United States Government Standard General Ledger at
the transaction level”5 [emphasis added]. Therefore, while agencies may receive an
unqualified opinion in the report on their financial statements, the auditor’s reports on internal
controls and compliance with laws and regulations should report on agencies that have not
adequately implemented SFFAS 4 at the transaction level.

Do you approve the use of staff resources to oversee a task force to develop
additional guidance that would improve cost accounting and reporting to
enable comparisons within and across agencies?
******************************
If you require additional information or wish to suggest another alternative not considered in the
staff paper, please contact me by telephone at 202.512.7377 or by e-mail at
ranaganj@fasab.gov.
Attachments (3)
Enclosures (4)

3

Public Law (P.L.) 104-208; 31 U.S.C. § 3512.
P.L. 104-208 §802(b)(2).
5
P.L. 104-208 §803(a).
4
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Managerial Cost Accounting and Reporting Project Plan
(last updated December 2009)
I. Background - Obtain an understanding of current practices utilizing existing
research where available.
a. Survey agencies to determine the costing methods (e.g., ABC, Total
Ownership Cost) used. Note that some agencies may use multiple methods.
For instance, the DoD may use Total Ownership Costs for acquisitions but
ABC for other purposes.
b. Determine how the costing information is used and its frequency.
c. Determine the types of decisions taken as a result of using costing
information.
d. Inquire of management and determine views of overall success. In particular,
determine if they believe that benefits derived measure up to efforts invested.
e. For those considered successful, inquire of management views on critical
success factors.
f. Review studies on cost accounting usage in the federal government.
g. Determine experiences of other governments in using managerial cost
information
h. Determine benefits observed and how challenges were overcome.
Estimated completion April 2010
II. Determine information needed
a. As part of reporting model inventory of user needs
i. Identify external and quasi-external user decisions requiring cost
metrics
ii. Determine metrics to address decisions
b. Develop task force to evaluate information needed
Estimated completion August 2010
III. Incorporate results into reporting model
Estimated completion October 2010

NOTE: Last updated December 2009
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Summary of Responses Received
Staff has summarized the responses to the detailed questionnaire below. Please refer to
Subtabs 2 and 3 for a more detailed look at the specific responses to each question. In
addition, the complete responses in their original form are posted on FASAB’s website at
http://www.fasab.gov/pdffiles/complete_responses.pdf. The staff’s summary is intended to
support your consideration of the questionnaire responses and does not fully capture all of the
comments contained within the individual responses.
Note: Total number of responses does not always equal 16 because not all respondents
answered all questions.

General Background
All of the respondents (18 of 18, or 100%) indicated that they had implemented some form of
managerial cost accounting (MCA) for at least one entity within their organization (Q1). The
majority of respondents (12 of 17, or 70%) responded that they had implemented cost
accounting for their entire division or agency; the other five respondents said they had
implemented cost accounting for limited purposes within the agency (i.e., salaries and
expenses, project construction costs and/or working capital funds only) or for only one division
within the office (Q2). The majority of respondents (15 of 18, or 83%) indicated that they were
responding for their entire agency or division (Q3).
The majority of the entities (12 of 18, or 67%) account for both revolving funds and nonrevolving funds using MCA; four of the entities, or 22%, account for revolving funds only while
two of the entities, or 11%, account for non-revolving funds only (Q4).
The majority of entities (14 of 18, or 78%) responded that they had not received an audit finding
related to MCA anywhere in the past five years (Q5). For the four entities that stated that they
had received a finding, one was a compliance issue regarding full cost output reporting, two
were from a GAO report (GAO-06-1002R) issued in fiscal year 2006 that recommended that the
Secretary of Agriculture promote the implementation and use of reliable MCA methodologies to
better inform managerial decision-making in USDA and its components, and one related to audit
findings from the agency’s OIG regarding overhead allocations, system methodology and
documentation, linking labor reporting, and project coding (Q6).
The majority of respondents (9 of 17, or 53%) stated that they have implemented cost
accounting in at least one entity but do not plan any further implementations; the other eight
respondents stated that they do plan to do more with cost accounting. For those that do not
plan to do more, the primary reason given for not doing more is because they have already fully
implemented cost accounting in their organization. Other reasons for not further implementing
cost accounting include that it is deemed unnecessary at this time; the MCA model was too
difficult and costly too support and provided little actionable information for leaders; the agency
intends to incorporate MCA into the departmental accounting system upgrade; and, the funding
process does not warrant further cost allocation procedures (Q7).
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Use of Managerial Cost Information
There was not a dominant principal use of cost accounting; the following primary uses were
cited by respondents: determining costs of services and user fees (5); financial reporting (4);
budgeting (3); workload analysis (2); performance reporting (2); management information (2);
and reporting on working capital fund activities (1) (Q8). Other non-primary uses for cost
information were cited as management decision-making, fee setting, budgeting, performance
reporting, business decisions, process improvement, reporting, cost estimating, asset usage
rate development, contract negotiations, cost reduction, asset management, cost recovery,
working capital fund pricing, shared services pricing, determining program needs, analyzing
performance, and ensuring that metrics/costs align with budgetary requirements (Q9).
In stating how costs are incorporated into performance reporting, very few respondents were
able to articulate how that is done. One respondent noted that they divide total production
volume into total full costs responsibility segment for general reporting purposes as well as
organizational assessments. However, most of the responses related to performance reporting
were disappointing. For example, one respondent reported that its MCA model calculates
direct, partially-loaded and fully-loaded unit costs but the agency only reports on direct costs in
its annual report. Another respondent stated that performance reporting was done by another
office using “budget and actual data” (Q10).
A majority of respondents (16 of 18, or 89%) asserted that they periodically review their cost
allocation system/methodology to make sure it is responsive to their organizations’ current
needs (Q11). Almost half of respondents (8 of 17, or 47%) claim that they review their system
on a continuous / ongoing basis; six of the respondents have completed a review within the last
two fiscal years. One agency indicated that their budget office reviews and updates their
system for cost allocation purposes (Q12).
A majority of respondents (17 of 18, or 94%) stated that they believe the managerial cost
accounting standards, when combined with the necessary judgments inherent in implementing
managerial cost accounting, result in information that meets the accounting and reporting needs
of internal users (i.e., program managers) to enable them to make decisions (Q13). They
responded that internal users in their organization use managerial cost accounting and reporting
information for determining fees, surcharges, and reimbursement rates; budgeting; performance
measures such as efficiency and cost management measures; business decisions such as
which portion of a business process to improve and automate; organizational realignment
decisions; outsourcing decisions; negotiating contracts; project management; increasing
transparency of construction costs; increasing knowledge and understanding of facility
repayment status; tracking program output costs; and, cost recovery. One respondent stated
that they believe program managers rely more on budgetary information than cost information
for decision-making (Q14). One respondent stated that the information was not timely and in a
format relevant to decision-makers. Another respondent stated that the MCA expense data
needs to be embedded into financial reporting, budgeting and performance reporting; business
usage will evolve from that. Similarly, another respondent stated that it has been difficult to get
managers to fully embrace managerial cost accounting – “the culture is based on managing by
‘obligations’ rather than ‘expense’ data.” (Q15).
A majority of respondents (11 of 18, or 61%) stated that the method or approach used to
capture and report managerial cost information does not differ from that used to prepare
information submitted for the Budget of the U.S. Government (Q16). For the seven that stated
that it does differ, they explained that they formulate the budget in much more detail, the data
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for budget formulation is computed manually, or the actual cost by service line is used for
costing versus a calculated amount used for the budget. One respondent stated that their cost
accounting system reports the costs associated with programs that roll up to services that are
provided by each line of business while the budget is focused on reporting by program that rolls
up to the agency’s goals. Another respondent stated that there is no guideline for linkage
between MCA and the budget, which is a fundamental problem with MCA today; the respondent
suggested that more guidance from FASAB is required to bring about a government version of
the CAM-I (Consortium of Advanced Management International) closed loop to guide federal
budget formulation (Q17). See next page for illustration of the closed loop.
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Source: Activity-based planning and budgeting: A new approach from CAM-I; Derek Sandison,
Stephen C Hansen and Robert G Torok; Cost Management; Mar/Apr 2003; pp. 17, 18 and 20.
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Successes, Challenges, and Lessons Learned
The respondents shared the following successes related to the use of MCA for effective
decision-making:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It has allowed us to calculate and charge true costs more accurately;
It provides a more accurate basis for cost analysis;
It provides a more accurate cost benefit analysis of program performance;
Continued use of the ABC data for financial reporting (SNC & Footnotes);
Use of ABC data in the budget formulation process since 1998;
Our MCA system has cost data available in real-time;
Our upward reports are available immediately at the end of the month;
Our fiscal year rollover process takes approximately 24 hours;
Establishing cost targets and reporting on agency performance annually;
Predicting budgets based on volumes and supporting budget requests;
Contract negotiation – we were able to challenge a contractor's bid to increase their
capacity to originate more loans and were able to save $4M;
Consistency in a decentralized organization through Standard Process of Costing;
Flexibility and transparency of our indirect costs in the Working Capital Fund;
Integration of financial accounting and other data systems (e.g., contracts, grants,
programs);
Cost recovery;
Automated budget formulation/execution to track costs and get closer to a full costing
environment;
Develop a pilot cost model to begin per unit costing;
Began an Activity Reporting System to track employee activities for MCA purposes;
Managers now have access to cost information that was previously unavailable before
system was implemented;
More accurate unit cost data across customers has enabled better focus to resource
requirements and demands; and,
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and customer billings are more defensible (Q18a).

The respondents also provided the following challenges they encountered in making MCA
information useful to managers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need for a continual review of fees, surcharges, and reimbursement rates;
Educating the customers and management in understanding the concept of indirect cost
and matching cost to revenues within the same reporting period;
In addition to performing the review process, it is difficult to determine the actual rates to
be charged;
Standardization of data across our reporting segments has been a challenge;
Getting the managers to understand what ABC is and how the system is designed to
capture full costs;
Getting the right people to look at the data and actually use it (it often did not get to the
operations managers but rather only to the finance and budget representatives within
those program areas;
Push-back saying the data is wrong and arguing over drivers instead of using the data;
Educating project managers about costing policies;
Developing meaningful local reports;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing meaningful enterprise reports;
Having enough personnel resources to fully move to activity-based management;
Applying overhead costs;
Working with business unit staff to implement new uses for the model’s results and the
quarterly models;
Understanding their customer needs and not overwhelming them;
Timeliness of data;
Accuracy of self-reported data;
Ability to influence budgets and/or resource allocation;
Managers are focused on their budgets (i.e., how much was spent and how much is
available for spending) more than on costs;
Lack of integration of financial and programmatic data systems;
Developing reports to meet manager's specific needs;
Obligation costs versus expenses;
Overhead allocation;
Allocation method;
Collecting accurate data requires extensive training, outreach, and support from
management;
Collecting accurate data requires staff resources. Many of our field and mission
employees are scientists, inspectors, graders, veterinarians, entomologists, etc.; it is
challenging to gather cost information from this level;
Getting appropriate systems purchased;
Getting data from feeder systems to use MCA;
Getting cooperation from all components to develop system;
Ownership of managerial cost data;
System complexity;
Cultural change to complement managing by using budgetary data with cost accounting
data;
Identifying the metrics to capture the cost by the various cost centers;
Education - communicating the benefits of MCA such that more and more users will use
the cost data;
Tie-in to accounting system – MCA system is actually independent of the core financial
system but still required tweaking to accommodate change-over to new accounting
system; and,
Training - as more and more agencies start to implement their own MCA models, agency
staff must be trained so that they can maintain their own models rather than rely solely
on the original staff that built the first model (Q18b).

When asked to describe the three most important lessons learned that they would share with an
agency that is just starting out with MCA, respondents provided the following tips:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear statement of requirements;
Avoid building a system or methodology that is overly complex;
Educate your customers;
Establish a basis for calculating rates;
Review your calculation/analysis methods and update when organizational changes
occur;
Ensure data consistency and standardization exists. This would definitely help in
ensuring the best data is available;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The data must be useful to operations folks and the project must have executive-level
buy-in and a champion;
The expense information must be integrated into the mandated reporting requirements
so that it will never fade away;
An executive level steering committee to approve and record decisions is necessary;
An MCA should operate in real-time;
All levels of the organization must be trained in using the MCA;
Auditors should be involved in system design;
Senior Management commitment and buy-in are extremely important to the success of
the project;
Start the ABC/M initiative as a pilot, in a specific area, before taking on the entire
organization;
Begin with an objective before designing the model;
Keep information flowing to management and users;
Give users ‘direct’ access to the information;
Have enough resources to develop and sustain the project;
Consistency is hard to obtain, know your customers and know your data;
Leadership commitment is essential;
Integrate seamlessly with time & attendance and accounting systems;
Make it easy and transparent to self-report;
Develop a flexible account code structure at a sufficient level of detail to meet managers'
needs;
Integrate financial and other data systems to the extent possible;
Include all stakeholders in decision-making processes;
Choose a good cost method and system;
Train program managers on the difference between cost information and budget costs;
Get a good integrator;
Keep stakeholders apprised of project status;
We needed an automated system to capture the cost data so that we can merge the
cost data with the cost drivers;
Communicate the benefits to all those who would be impacted, as soon as possible;
Establish team of users who would be responsible for maintaining their cost
system/models and arrange for effective training and knowledge transfer; and,
Monitor results regularly to (a) ensure reconciliation with core financial system, (b)
identify variances to budget, (c) get feedback from end-users as to effectiveness of cost
reports so they can be modified as necessary (Q18c).

When asked what other type of cost information they would like to have that is currently not
generated, respondents indicated that they would like to generate MCA reports for the agency’s
franchise fund; accounts payable reports; run expenditures and obligations through the ABC
expense models; benchmark data from other agencies and private sectors; comparison with like
agencies and across similar business units; cost by strategic organizational goals; more key
performance indicators; and, cost scorecards / dashboards (Q19).
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Comparing Costs Within and Across Agencies
Regarding what benefits and uses agencies would expect to derive from comparing
administrative and/or operational costs within and across agencies, respondents provided the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Compare cost changes over time and identify their causes;
Compare costs of similar activities and find causes for cost differences;
Respond to inquiries about the costs of activities;
Determine “best practices” by using the most cost effective process;
A good tool to leverage successes and lessons learned from other agencies.
Implementing those successes could assist in driving down administrative and
operational costs;
Benchmarking would be beneficial as long as we compare apples to apples.
Benchmarking would be very difficult with different quality MCAs between agencies;
Process improvements could be made in less efficient areas by studying more efficient
organizations;
Comparing costs across agency lines would help us remain competitive, however the
accounting systems would have to be similar to make comparisons fair;
Strengthened budget justifications, more informed contract negotiations, process
improvements and cost of providing services/functions at different locations;
Business Process efficiencies and/or cost savings
Influence decision-making about where a particular type of service should be performed,
e.g., in house versus by another federal entity. Likewise, our agency may be able to
provide services to other agencies on a lower cost basis;
Inform budget decisions by management;
Link performance with cost;
There are many variables that might make it difficult to compare administrative and/or
operational costs in such a way; however, the comparison may highlight or uncover
efficiencies that one agency or organization has implemented, that might be transferable
to another agency; and,
If comparisons among offices prove to be methodologically valid, regional cost and
output analysis will be helpful to analyze efficiencies (Q20).

The barriers or obstacles that respondents foresee to comparing administrative and/or
operational costs within and across agencies include the following:
•
•
•
•

•

Unwillingness to change processes;
No standardized methodology of cost accounting across government agencies. Most
agencies are accustomed to budgetary accounting and not cost accounting;
Establishing points of contact could pose a problem. The formatting of how the data is
presented could also be a challenge;
In order to do any type of meaningful comparison, costs must be captured in a similar
fashion and defined very, very specifically. For example, if you just say, "include IT
costs", some people will provide an individual's share of the entire IT structure across
the whole organization, and some will only include the person's PC;
Different full cost loads (for example, one agency charges current workload for the cost
of accrued retirement benefits);
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Willingness to share information (more external), differing ways of calculating costs,
differing ways of performing/providing a service, differing ideas on what should constitute
costs;
Comparative analysis is difficult because data is not consistent;
Focusing on the differences/uniquenesses of agencies rather than their similarities;
Cost versus price issues might arise. An agency might want to perform a certain
function on a federal-wide level. The full cost of performing that service might exceed
what the agency could reasonably expect to price its service at and be competitive. One
agency's organizational structure may include more administrative type functions/costs
than another's putting that agency at a competitive disadvantage when pricing its
services;
There are barriers to comparing across agencies where the risk is comparing "apples
and oranges" – costs being compared should be homogeneous enough to allow
conclusions to be drawn;
Comparing similar programs administered by different agencies;
Non comparable economies of scale, different organizations and program operations.
Variables among agencies. Some agencies are regulatory in nature, and may incur
more administrative or operational costs that another agency would not;
There may be a sense of data ownership and an unwillingness to share information.
Should some areas prove to be substantially less efficient than others, this may well
cause additional difficulties; and,
Resistance to divulge or share information thought to be sensitive or confidential;
differences in philosophy with respect to how costs are pooled for assignment purposes
and/or unit cost reporting (Q21).

Cost Accounting System
The majority of respondents (14 of 17, or 82%) said that they have developed an automated
system that produces cost information for managers (Q22). Of those with an automated
system, the majority (10 of 14, or 71%) employ activity-based costing (ABC). One of those
entities employing ABC also uses standard costing, job-order costing, and process costing.
Another of the entities employing ABC also uses process costing and manual calculations that
take a variety of factors into account. A third entity employing ABC also uses job order costing.
Of the four entities that do not employ ABC, two use standard costing; one uses job order
costing; and one uses standard costing, job order costing, and direct project costing (Q23).
Nearly every respondent was using a different system to capture and report cost accounting
data. Systems cited included “a relational database and reporting tools,” SAP Profitability and
Cost Management software; Corps of Engineers Financial Management System; CostPerform;
TEAM system administered by the Office of Budget; Oros; APHIS Cost Management System;
Navy ERP, FAA’s Cost Accounting System (CAS) and Cost Management Information System
(Q24).
For those entities not using a formal, automated MCA system, alternative systems or processes
used consist of Access databases and spreadsheets; managerial cost accounting data in the
agency’s financial system; timekeeping system; and Excel spreadsheets (Q25).
The majority of respondents (16 of 18, or 89%) have not considered implementing eXtensible
Business Reporting Language (XBRL) to capture and report managerial cost information (Q26).
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Of the two that have, they responded that any further consideration of XBRL is on hold until
MCA “next steps” are finalized by agency management (Q27).
Cost Accounting Methodology / Assignment
According to respondents, entities define their responsibility segments in a number of ways, the
most popular being by strategic goals, major programs, products/services, lines of business, or
offices/operating units/branches/divisions (Q28).
According to respondents, entities define their cost objects in a number of ways, the most
popular being by projects and tasks; programs; or products, services and customers (Q29).
Almost half of the respondents (8 of 17, or 47%) have revised their responsibility segments or
cost objects since the first year they reported (Q30). The reasons given for revising them
include Congressional direction; changes in organization, programs, services, customers,
annual plan, strategic plan, appropriation requirements, or management initiatives; and results
of an annual focus group review (Q31).
The majority of respondents (13 of 18, or 72%) stated that they have implemented full costing
as defined by SFFAS 4 (Q32). Of the 13 that have implemented full cost, the majority (11 of 13,
or 85%) stated that they allocate a certain portion of the time of the Office of the Secretary and
other leadership positions to mission-related programs (Q33). In addition, of the 13 that have
implemented full cost, the majority (8 of 13, or 61%) state that all of their agency’s full costs are
allocated to programs (Q34). The five that do not allocate a certain portion of their agency’s full
costs stated that they do not allocate general management for policy and administration of nonreimbursable activities; comptroller shops and commanding officers; audit adjustments,
reclassified accounts, intra-agency eliminations; and canceling appropriations; and,
administrative costs not attributable to specific responsibility centers, inspector general and
Congressionally mandated grants (Q35).
Less than half of the respondents (8 of 18, or 44%) have identified additional inter-entity costs in
the course of implementing the guidance in SFFAS 30, Inter-Entity Cost Implementation:
Amending SFFAS 4, Managerial Cost Accounting Standards and Concepts, and Technical
Release 8, Clarification of Standards Relating to Inter Entity Costs (Q36). Costs identified
include under-reimbursed interagency agreement costs with other federal entities, external
system providers, departmental costs, leasing, and working capital fund charges (Q37).
Regarding driving administrative costs for overhead, respondents indicated that they use a
number of methods, the primary ones being labor dollars, direct costs, or FTE (Q38).
Regarding cost assignment, six of the 18 respondents (or 33%) stated that they use direct
tracing, assigning on a cause and effect basis, and allocation; another 8 of the 18 respondents
(or 44%) stated that they use direct tracing and allocation. Of the remaining four respondents,
one (6%) stated that they use direct tracing, one (6%) stated that they use direct tracing and
assignment based on direct costs, one (6%) stated that they use allocation, and one (6%) said
they have approximately 300 drivers that are appropriate for each particular resource or activity
(Q39).
In response to the question about how agencies collect the data needed to assign costs
associated with personnel time, the majority of respondents (14 of 17 or 82%) stated that they
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use labor data reporting. One respondent (6%) uses periodic estimates by employee, one
respondent (6%) uses periodic evaluations completed by other than the employee, and one
respondent (6%) uses labor data reporting, periodic estimates by employee, and periodic
evaluations completed by other than the employee (Q40).
Project Implementation Practices
Use of Teams or Committees
The majority of respondents (15 of 18, or 83%) stated that they used MCA-related teams or
committees during development and implementation of their MCA system (Q41). Fourteen of
16 respondents (or 87%) said they used teams or committees to make MCA-related policy
decisions (Q42). Fourteen of 16 respondents (or 87%) stated that they used a team or
committee for developing the details of the MCA process (Q43). Twelve of the 16 respondents
(or 75%) stated that they used a team or committee to obtain and disseminate MCA information
(Q44). Regarding the makeup of the teams, 13 respondents (or 87%) stated that the teams or
committees included different levels of staff (Q45), 11 respondents (or 69%) stated that one
person was common to all teams or committees (Q46), 15 respondents (or 94%) stated that the
teams or committees included user level staff like project managers (Q47), and 15 respondents
(or 94%) stated that the teams or committees had clearly defined objectives or charters (Q48).
When asked to describe any lessons learned or challenges met through the use of teams or
committees, respondents provided the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The biggest challenge is that there are varying levels of understanding the process as a
whole.
The teams must consist of high quality staff who understand the functional processes of
their organization well and can learn ABC.
When fielding our MCA in the 1990s, a training team composed of all agency
organizational elements was formed, this was critical to success.
Size of the group (too large, too many competing priorities). Working with smaller
groups to explain the goals, developing the unit costs, etc helped tremendously in
implementing our program. Education about goals of the project took away the fear of
being evaluated solely on whether a target was met. Having a different view of the costs
associated with unit costs other than the normal budgetary object classes helped the
managers understand what areas they can effect and those they can't.
Headquarters was omitted from these teams which should have been included.
Multi-disciplined, multi-level work groups ensured that needs of entire organization were
fully addressed
Involve all stakeholders in the process; disseminate information about decisions made
as early as possible.
Include members from major program and support areas.
Designate sessions as working workshops.
Have an independent committee with executive power to help in making expedient
decisions when the team cannot reach consensus.
Initially difficult because of culture change, improved with training (Q49).
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Use of Pilot Tests
Only eight of the 18 respondents (or 44%) started with a pilot test to test the concepts they
developed (Q50). In describing the pilot testing process used, the majority of those agencies
that used a pilot test started by piloting the system in one of their business lines or divisions
(Q51). While one respondent said the pilot testing was useless, feedback on the use of pilot
testing was mostly positive. Most respondents said the system was greatly improved by the
time system fielding was completed and pilot testing helped identify enhancements and
corrections that needed to be made to the system before rolling out to the entire entity (Q52).
Communication
The majority of respondents (13 of 18, or 72%) stated that they had clearly defined agency
guidance (Q53). Twelve of the 18 respondents (or 67%) stated that they had frequent outreach
to support the guidance (Q54).
The majority of respondents (16 of 18, or 89%) said their agency asked for feedback to help
identify potential needs of managers (Q55) and 15 respondents (or 83%) stated that they held
training sessions to educate as many personnel as possible (Q56). Of those who provided
training, it was mostly provided just prior to implementation and during implementation. A few
stated that they provide continuous, annual, or “as needed” training. One stated that they now
have web-based training (Q57).
Pre-implementation Period
Eleven of the respondents (or 61%) stated that they used the pre-implementation period to help
encourage buy-in (Q59), but only seven of the respondents (or 39%) used the preimplementation period for experimentation (Q58).
Auditor Involvement
Only five of the 18 respondents (or 28%) stated that their auditor was involved in the
development and implementation process (Q60). However, the level of involvement differed
significantly among the five: one respondent stated that their auditors are a key part of the
process to keeping their MCA system in compliance with published guidance and identifying
potential weaknesses; one respondent stated that the OIG was briefed regarding how the
agency planned to implement MCA; and one respondent stated that the OIG reviews the results
of the cost allocation study as part of the consolidated audit. One respondent stated that (1) the
IG auditors were present (along with union representatives) during the requirements gathering
portion of the initial ABC model implementation; (2) it sent IG auditors to software training to
become familiar with the selected ABC software; and, (3) the IG conducted an early review of
the cost accounting model to make sure it complied with accounting requirements prior to an
agency-wide full blown implementation (Q61). All of the respondents cited the benefits to
having early auditor involvement, including obtaining the understanding and buy-in of the OIG
prior to implementing the system. One respondent stated that the auditor’s early “sign-off” on
the model provided momentum for moving forward with the MCA initiative. Another respondent
stated that the “integrity of the managerial reports were improved” (Q62).
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Agency Culture, Management Attitudes, and Communication
When asked to describe the culture, management attitudes and core competencies relating to
cost accounting in their organization, responses ranged from “limited” to “supportive” with
everything in between such as “apathetic,” “generally supportive,” “receptive,” and varies; there
was no consensus of responses (Q63). However, the majority of respondents (16 of 18, or
89%) indicated that senior management supports their attempts to implement cost accounting
(Q64). In addition, a majority of respondents (13 of 18, or 72%) indicated that they have a
“champion” for MCA (Q65). The title of each agency’s champion included Chief Operating
Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Director Resource Management, Director of Management
Services, Working Capital Fund Manager, Deputy Chief Financial Officer, Chief of the
Contracting Activity, Director of the Financial and Payroll Services Division, and Chief of the
Financial Management Branch (Q66).
More than half of respondents (10 of 18, or 55%) stated that they had developed an
organization-wide statement or policy clearly defining the objectives and uses of cost accounting
(Q67). Of those entities that stated that they had developed an organization-wide policy, eight
(or 80%) included a section on budgeting and cost control; 9 (or 90%) included a section on
performance measurement; eight (or 80%) included a section on determining reimbursements
and setting fees and prices; five (or 50%) included a section on program evaluations; seven (or
70%) included a section on making economic choice decisions; and, six (or 60%) included a
section on improving service delivery (Q68). When asked to describe the reasons why they did
not include all of the sections in their policy, one respondent stated that the section on
determining reimbursements and setting fees was not applicable to them because they do not
have prices or fees; the section on program evaluations is not applicable because the cost is not
the right measure to evaluate their programs; and improving service delivery is not applicable
because they measure that through surveying customers. Another respondent stated that the
sections that are not applicable are addressed in other policy. A third respondent stated that
program managers do not see the relevance of MCA for direct programs (Q69).
Seven respondents (or 70%) stated that the strategy for achieving MCA objectives was shared
with all levels of staff throughout the organization (Q70). This was accomplished through formal
and informal communications including the use of a steering committee, training, awareness
and feedback campaigns, presentations to various groups and executives, bulletins,
newsletters, cost model demos, pilot groups, meetings, and work groups (Q71).
Field Testing
If the board decides to field test additional standards on cost accounting, three of the
respondents said they would be willing to help and an additional 10 respondents indicated that
they may be willing to help (Q72).
Other Comments
When asked if they had any additional comments, one respondent stated that MCA will never
be fully accepted and used effectively unless there is a strong link to the budget process
directed by clear guidance; another respondent stated that it is extremely important that its
agency maintain an unqualified opinion (Q73).
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Summary of Meetings
In addition to the survey responses, staff met with representatives from the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and the U.S. Air Force (USAF) to discuss their thoughts on
managerial cost accounting.
Department of Homeland Security – May 5, 2010
FASAB staff met with Peggy Sherry, Deputy CFO, and Larry Bedker, Director of the Office of
Financial Management, to discuss the status of their efforts in implementing SFFAS 4. Ms.
Sherry explained that DHS has recently developed a strategic plan and they are beginning to tie
agency costs to strategic goals and objectives. She indicated that the process is complicated
by the very different missions of each of the agencies within DHS. Ms. Sherry showed staff a
thick binder that contained a draft listing of every activity (“mission sets”) and their mapping to
DHS’ strategic goals. She referred to their approach as a “bottom-up review.”
Ms. Sherry said that DHS is approaching the task from the perspective of decision-usefulness
and is not focusing solely on cost accounting for financial reporting purposes.
Ms. Sherry stated that agency cost accounting practices vary throughout DHS and they are in
the process of documenting these so that a policy can be established. She noted that the Coast
Guard uses cost accounting to measure mission activities while Immigrations and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) uses an activity-based costing model for its accounting operations. She
noted that the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) does a form of cost
accounting but does not capture inter-entity costs. Mr. Bedker will provide staff with some
potential contacts for cost accounting best practices within DHS.
Ms. Sherry said that DHS has not yet developed an agency-wide cost accounting policy and is
very interested in learning best practices from other agencies.
U.S. Air Force – May 5, 2010
FASAB staff met with Fred Carr, Director of Financial Accounting and Reporting (SAF/FMPR),
and Seth Baldwin to discuss their thoughts on managerial cost accounting and the
questionnaire.
At the beginning of the meeting, Mr. Baldwin provided staff with a copy of his thoughts on the
cost accounting questionnaire (see U.S. Air Force’s Informal Response to Cost Accounting
Questionnaire on the pages that follow). He said he had some conceptual problems with the
questionnaire which is one of the reasons they requested a meeting to discuss the
questionnaire rather than complete the document – an option provided for in the transmittal
memo to the questionnaire. Mr. Baldwin said he felt that the questionnaire was too focused on
the cost perspective and not the linkage between cost and performance. In addition, it would
take 2-3 days to answer the questionnaire if they were to do it right. The required time was not
available; however, Messrs. Carr and Baldwin felt the intent of the initiative was important.
Mr. Baldwin opined that the essence of the cost accounting cultural problems is that cost is but
one component of management analysis and decision-making. The other component is
performance. The title of SFFAS 4 included the term “Managerial Cost Accounting” to convey
the balance between cost and performance.
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Messrs. Carr and Baldwin stated that the usage of cost accounting varies throughout the Air
Force. When asked if the Air Force is using cost information to improve costs, they responded
that Air Force organizations that do reimbursable work do a good job of cost information
collection to support billing; however, except for AFSO 21 initiatives (discussed below), others
do not formally collect cost information. In addition, cost information collected is “relevant costs”
– collection of costs over which the Air Force has control – rather than full cost. They believe
that “relevant cost” – Direct and Indirect cost – is a subset of “full cost”).
Messrs. Carr and Baldwin explained that the Air Force has an enterprise level formal business /
operations process improvement program called Air Force Smart Operations for the 21st
Century, or AFSO21, a program used by the Air Force to identify and reengineer processes
toward improving the value of process output and/or reduce cost.
Messrs. Carr and Baldwin stated that, in preparation for implementing SFFAS 4, the Air Force
augmented “Cost Management” capabilities included in the OMB Financial Systems Integration
Office (FSIO) “Core Financial System Requirements” – based primarily on SFFAS 4 – to provide
a more sound IT system basis for Air Force implementation of SFFAS 4 upon implementation of
the OMB certified commercial off the shelf financial system – Defense Enterprise Accounting
and Management System (DEAMS) – across the Air force. Note: OMB requires that federal
government financial systems are founded in capabilities in the Core Financial System
Requirements. Air Force legacy accounting systems do not support cost collection capabilities
required for implementation of SFFAS 4
For internal decision-making, Messrs. Carr and Baldwin said they want to know information on
the costs they can control (relevant costs); full costs are necessary for statement of net cost
reporting but they are not useful for internal decision-making because full cost contains costs
over which the line guys have no control over such as estimated retirement cost.
They would like to know the costs of sustaining weapons systems over the long-term in addition
to the costs of bringing them on (e.g., how much does it cost to maintain an F-22, joint strike
fighter, etc.).
Messrs. Carr and Baldwin said that cost accounting needs to be more useful for the line guys so
they can compare costs with value. An SFFAS 4 concept suggests that there be a “common
data source” which allows access to both financial and non-financial (performance / quality) data
to support analysis and decision-making. There needs to be a common reference point for
output measures. Furthermore, managers need incentives for reducing costs while retaining
flexibility. The auditors should be the ones that tell the program managers if they are incorrectly
collecting cost and value information to support analysis, decision-making, and reporting.
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U.S. Air Force’s Informal Response to the FASAB Cost Accounting Questionnaire:
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U.S. Air Force’s Informal Response to the FASAB Cost Accounting Questionnaire (contd.):
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U.S. Air Force’s Informal Response to the FASAB Cost Accounting Questionnaire (contd.):
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GENERAL BACKGROUND

Question 1
Have you implemented some form of managerial cost accounting (MCA) for at least one
entity within your organization (responses are not limited to an MCA process developed
using a formal cost accounting system for the purpose of preparing the statement of net
cost; responses may also include MCA used for internal decision-making or budgeting
and be incorporated into a formal system or derived using less formal cost-finding
techniques).
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, HUD, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA,
USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – N/A
Question 2
If you answered yes to question 1, please list and describe the entity or entities for which
you have implemented some form of MCA, including the year first implemented.
DOC/NIST – NIST Working Capital Fund (WCF) – established in 1956
DOC/NOAA – NOAA
DOC/USPTO – We have implemented MCA for 100% of USPTO expenses for all organizations
including all support orgs. MCA was implemented in 1997 USPTO-wide.
DOD/USACE – MCA is accomplished through the Corps of Engineers Financial Management
System (CEFMS). It was fully deployed in USACE in 1998 and has been operational since.
DOD/NAVY – NAVAIR 2008, NAVSUP, SPAWAR
ED/FSA – Federal Student Aid (FSA) in 2002
DOI/USBR – For all Project Construction Costs and Working Capital Funds
DOT/FAA – MCA is currently implemented for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) which
is one of the modal bureaus for the Department of Transportation (DOT). The FAA oversees the
safety of civil aviation. FAA's safety mission includes the issuance and enforcement of
regulations and standards related to the manufacture, operation, certification and maintenance
of civil aircraft and commercial space vehicles. The agency is also responsible for the rating and
certification of airmen, the certification of airports serving air carriers, and the development and
operation of an air traffic control and navigation system for aircrafts. FAA began developing its
enterprise Cost Accounting System (CAS) in 1996, as directed by the Federal Aviation
Reauthorization Act of 1996, or AIR -21 and it started the implementation in 1998 with the Air
Traffic Organization line of business.
DOT/FHWA – FY 2006 agency-wide at Federal Highway Administration
EPA – Agency-wide implementation beginning FY 2000.
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GSA/FPSD – We implemented a form of MCA in the GSA OCFO Financial & Payroll Services
Division in January 2010. This Division is made up of four branches: Financial Information
Control Branch, Financial Operations & Disbursement Branch, National Payroll Branch and the
External Services Branch.
HUD – S&E Appropriations based on responsibility centers- FY 2002
SBA – 73000001 Small Business Administration (Agency wide)
USDA/APHIS – APHIS, AMS and GIPSA collect costs for all of their program areas. This is
accomplished using the Department's FFIS accounting system to collect costs by accounting
and transactions codes that roll up to the GL. AMS and GIPSA use the Cost Allocation module
in FFIS to distribute indirect program and agency costs automatically based on pre-determined
percentages. APHIS uses standard vouchers to manually distribute costs within FFIS to the
proper programs or activities. APHIS also developed a system, the APHIS Cost Management
System (ACMS), which is used to track and reconcile spending back to cost centers. ACMS
may be used in the future to include non-financial data that could be used to provide MCA
information. APHIS also used ABC costing techniques to manage about 10 percent of its
budget in prior years.
USDA/FSA – Farm Service Agency (FSA) 2008
USDA/OCFO – USDA/Office of the Chief Financial Officer/Associate Chief Financial OfficerFinancial Operations
USDA/OCIO – OCIO ITS - Office of the Chief Information Officer, International Technology
Services; ITS is the in-house provider of information technology, service and support for over
40,000 USDA Service Center Agency employees and their networked computers, IT equipment,
and the shared infrastructure that their agency networks and applications run on. MCA has
been implemented at ITS since 2008.
Question 3
Which entity(ies) within your agency are you answering this questionnaire for?
DOC/NIST – Department of Commerce – NIST
DOC/NOAA – NOAA
DOC/USPTO – We are answering this questionnaire for USPTO as an entire entity.
DOD/USACE – All components of USACE use CEFMS which provides MCA.
DOD/NAVY – Entities on Navy ERP
ED/FSA – FSA
DOI/USBR – All of Reclamation
DOT/FAA – All Lines of Business (LOBs) within the Federal Aviation Administration: These lines
of business include the Air Traffic Organization, Airports, Aviation Safety and Commercial
Space Transportation. The cost accounting business rules for Commercial Space
Transportation require an update.
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DOT/FHWA – Federal Highway Administration agency-wide
EPA – Answering for the Agency as a whole.
GSA/FPSD – GSA OCFO Financial & Payroll Services Division
GSA/OFPO – GSA, OCFO, Office of Financial Policy and Operations (comprised of 6 divisions
and a DCFO office)
HUD – Department of Housing and Urban Development
SBA – 73000001 Small Business Administration (Agency wide)
USDA/APHIS – All MRP entities.
USDA/FSA – FSA
USDA/OCFO – Associate Chief Financial Officer-Financial Operations.
USDA/OCIO – ITS - International Technology Services
Question 4
What type of funds are being accounted for within the entity(ies) from question 3 using
MCA?
Revolving – DOC/NIST, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, USDA/OCFO
Non-revolving – DOC/USPTO, ED/FSA
Both – DOC/NOAA, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, HUD,
SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCIO
Question 5
Have you received an audit finding related to MCA (i.e., SFFAS 4) in the audit report,
management letter, Notice of Finding and Recommendation, or elsewhere within the last
five years?
Yes – DOT/FAA, EPA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/OCFO
No – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FHWA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, HUD, SBA, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCIO
Question 6
If you answered yes to question 5, please describe the audit finding(s).
DOT/FAA – Since FY 1999, the DOT Office of Inspector General has routinely audited FAA's
Cost Accounting System and made recommendations for improvement. Some of the OIG
findings include: improve overhead allocations, ensure system methodology and
documentation complies with Federal accounting standards, link the labor distribution system to
cost accounting, and ensure proper project coding. FAA has concurred with all OIG findings
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and has implemented corrective action.
EPA – Compliance issue regarding full cost output reporting. (SFFAS 4)
USDA/APHIS – APHIS received the following finding: GAO Report on Managerial Cost
Accounting (GAO-06-1002R) recommended that APHIS use its APHIS Cost Management
System data fields for MCA as a step toward better informed managerial decision-making.
USDA/OCFO – A GAO report was issued in FY 2006 with recommendations to the Secretary of
Agriculture to promote the implementation and use of reliable MCA methodologies to better
inform managerial decision making in USDA and its components.
Question 7
Do you plan on implementing MCA in any entities or additional entities within your
organization?
At least one/do more – DOC/USPTO, DOD/NAVY, DOT/FAA, GSA/OFPO, USDA/APHIS,
USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
At least one/no more – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FHWA, GSA/FPSD, HUD, SBA
No but plan to – N/A
No and do not plan to – N/A
Why or Why not?
DOC/NIST – At this time it is unnecessary
DOC/NOAA – This has been implemented for NOAA overall.
DOC/USPTO – We have already implemented MCS in all USPTO organizations. We are
constantly improving and producing new reports and functionality.
DOD/USACE – We have implemented MCA in all USACE entities.
DOD/NAVY – Required for Navy ERP solution
ED/FSA – MCA was implemented for the entire FSA organization.
DOT/FAA – FAA has implemented MCA for all lines of business. Any changes to the Cost
Accounting System going forward will be to further refine the LOB business rules and/or
reporting requirements.
DOT/FHWA – MCA model was too difficult and costly to support, provided little actionable
information for leaders. We intend to incorporate MCA in our Departmental accounting system
upgrade.
GSA/FPSD – We have implemented this in all branches of the Financial & Payroll Services
Division.
GSA/OFPO – We have implemented MCA in all of the Office of Financial Policy and Operations
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(the entity on which I am reporting). However, we do plan to implement MCA in all of the OCFO
offices at a later.
HUD – HUD's funding process does not warrant further cost allocation procedures
SBA – All organizations with the SBA are included in the implementation.
USDA/APHIS – The current USDA accounting system, FFIS, does not provide MCA. USDA is
implementing SAP (known as FMMI in USDA), which has a more robust cost management
module than FFIS. APHIS, AMS, and GIPSA will implement FMMI in the spring of 2011. All
three agencies will examine their current cost accounting methodologies and consider changes
as they configure FMMI for implementation.
USDA/FSA – BPMS will be used throughout FSA and are working with multiple agencies within
the Department of Agriculture to develop an integrated MCA system
USDA/OCFO – The USDA/Office of the Chief Financial Officer/Associate Chief Financial
Officer-Financial Operations is currently in the process of implementing the Cost Management
Information System (CMIS). We expect CMIS to be fully implemented by October 1, 2010.
CMIS will: Comply with SFFAS 4 and 30, accumulate and analyze financial and non-financial
data to allocate costs to organizational units as well as activities, establish cost and
performance baselines in support of managerial decision making, utilize the principles of
Standard Costing as well as Activity-based Costing in order to capture full costs, identify/assign
costs to the various responsibility segments and along their respective line of business, and
establish cost objects that are related to specific responsibility segments in compliance with
SFFAS 4.
USDA/OCIO – MCA is recognized as a vital tool for understanding the true costs of services
provided; this understanding aids management decisions concerning pricing, customer billing,
budgeting, and resource planning.

USE OF MANAGERIAL COST INFORMATION
Question 8
What is your organization’s primary (number one) use of cost information?
DOC/NIST – It is used for financial reporting.
DOC/NOAA – Financial Statement Preparation and Performance Reporting
DOC/USPTO – The primary use of cost information is for financial reporting (SNC & footnotes).
DOD/USACE – Delivering projects within the budgeted amount.
DOD/NAVY – Managerial Reports
ED/FSA – Performance reporting
DOI/USBR – Reporting on Working Capital Fund Activities
DOT/FAA – FAA's primary use of cost accounting information is to establish Overflight
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fees/rates.
DOT/FHWA – Project cost distribution for reimbursable work
EPA – Reporting.
GSA/FPSD – We originally started this project to help us identify the cost of providing payroll
and accounting services to each of our client agencies so we could more accurately price our
services. This data will also assist us in responding to numerous data calls throughout the year
showing the amount of time and funding we utilize in order to provide accounting services to our
clients within GSA.
GSA/OFPO – Our primary use of cost information is to accurately charge customers (GSA
Services and other federal agencies) for the cost of our services.
HUD – Workflow analysis and identification of administrative costs to program accounts
SBA – Financial Statement reporting - Net Cost report, PAR
USDA/APHIS – APHIS, AMS and GIPSA use cost information to track current year spending, to
build budget requests for future years and to develop emergency and contingency fund
requests. The agencies also provide the cost information to program managers to track costs
for their user fee programs and make program funding decisions.
USDA/FSA – Budgeting
USDA/OCFO – We are in the process of implementing a cost management system. A number
one use has not been decided but will include determining cost of services, assist in making
staff decisions and adjusting workloads
USDA/OCIO – To provide accurate cost information to ITS leadership in oversight of ITS
operations, by recommending, developing and establishing cost accounting, budgeting and
internal control policies, requirements and standards.
Question 9
What other uses of cost information does your organization currently have?
DOC/NIST – In addition it is management decision making
DOC/USPTO – USPTO uses cost information for fee setting, budget formulation, performance
reporting, business decisions, and process improvement.
DOD/USACE – Reporting, budget development, cost estimating, asset usage rate development.
DOD/NAVY – Rate setting
ED/FSA – Contract negotiations, cost reduction, budget formulation, process improvement.
DOI/USBR – Budget Formulation and Asset Management
DOT/FAA – FAA has used the Cost Accounting System to: (1) Establish overhead rates to be
used in reimbursable costing; (2) Produce the general purpose Statement of Net Cost by
Program and by Strategic Goal; (3) Develop model for billing DOD for long range radar program
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in support of the National Defense Program; and, (4) Performance measurement
DOT/FHWA – Limited: agency overhead for our direct major programs is <1% of funding
EPA – Cost recovery, user fees, working capital fund pricing, shared services pricing.
GSA/FPSD – N/A
GSA/OFPO – Our office and the OCFO are currently using the information to identify areas for
potential process improvements and efficiencies.
HUD – N/A
SBA – Used in the past for decision making on program and operational decisions. We plan to
use cost information for performance measure next year.
USDA/APHIS – The entities use cost information to develop reimbursable rates and user fees
for services provided to the public.
USDA/FSA – Determining program needs, analyzing performance and managerial decision
making
USDA/OCFO – Currently we employ the use of cost finding techniques to determine costs of
services. This involved the running of queries from the general ledger as well as our legacy
systems. It is very time consuming and also requires certain assumptions.
USDA/OCIO – Develop, implement, and maintain cost reporting, including unit costs, to ITS
leadership and customer agencies in support of Service Line Agreements (SLAs) and to ensure
that metrics/costs align with budgetary requirements.
Question 10
How are costs (full costs as defined by SFFAS 4 or others) incorporated into
performance reporting?
DOC/NIST – It is used to determine our profit and loss within the WCF
DOC/NOAA – Net costs of operations can be found in the Statement of Net Costs. These are
broken down by Strategic Goal. Full costs are also captured in Property, Plant, and Equipment
on the Balance Sheet. We use full costing when bringing an asset into operation.
DOC/USPTO – Costs are incorporated into performance reporting through the Efficiency
Measures (EM) and cost management measures. EMs are calculated by taking total expenses
for Patents and Trademarks, including associated portions of support organizations, and
dividing by production volume. Cost management measures are used for general reporting but
also for organizational assessments.
DOD/USACE – USACE districts are not funded, therefore 100% of their costs are allocated to
projects.
DOD/NAVY – Direct Costs plus overhead
ED/FSA – Our model calculates direct, partially-loaded, and fully-loaded unit costs. We only
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report on direct costs in our Annual Report.
DOI/USBR – Costs are incorporated through the Statement of Net Cost
DOT/FHWA – N/A
DOT/FAA – As part of the Agency's Business Strategic Plan, FAA organizations are attempting
to develop, track and report performance metrics using full cost on a quarterly basis. Examples
from the Strategic Plan are: cost per flight controlled, grant administration efficiency measure,
direct labor costs of certification of foreign and domestic repair stations.
EPA – Full cost is reported in the Agency's Performance Accountability Report and in the
Financial Statements.
GSA/FPSD – N/A
GSA/OFPO – Performance reporting is done by another office in the OCFO using budget and
actual data.
HUD – HUD's PAR discusses outputs and results related to its strategic goals
SBA – Full costs are developed by program for performance reporting.
USDA/APHIS – APHIS uses its core financial system (Foundation Financial Information System
-- FFIS) and program systems to obtain data for the Full Cost budget exhibits, and that data is
used for reporting on the PAR objectives and performance measures. APHIS is unable to
provide full accounting costs of supporting the goal, objectives or performance measures
because APHIS does not have a system designed for this function. APHIS captures cost
information at a high level for financial statement purposes. AMS and GIPSA obtain data from
FFIS and program systems to provide full accounting costs of supporting the goals, objectives,
and performance measures.
USDA/FSA – We are working towards doing full cost reporting using automated systems but are
not currently reporting via these automated systems. Any full cost reporting is done on a
manual basis.
USDA/OCFO – We will be able to employ this measurement once we have implemented CMIS.
USDA/OCIO – Costs of resources that contribute directly or indirectly to the provision of
services to customer agencies are included in all cost reports generated by the ITS-CMIS (Cost
Management Information System) including costs regardless of the responsibility segment
which originally consumed the cost. This is achieved within the core accounting system which
contains charge codes for both direct and indirect services, the latter being integrated into the
direct services using consumption-based drivers and customer metrics.
Question 11
Do you periodically review your system to make sure it is responsive to your
organizations’ current needs?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, EPA, GSA/OFPO, HUD, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO,
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USDA/OCIO
No – DOT/FHWA, GSA/FPSD
Question 12
When was the last time you did such a review and what was the result?
DOC/NIST – It is done on a continual basis
DOC/NOAA – NOAA conducts constant monitoring of its business rules with input from our user
community.
DOC/USPTO – We change portions of our MCS every year. In 2009, we overhauled our Patent
model, Trademark model and OCIO model. We began using the new Patent and Trademark
models in first quarter 2010 and will begin using the revised OCIO model in second quarter
2010.
DOD/USACE – Reviews are on-going. Customers enter change requests and as regulatory
requirements change the system is updated accordingly.
DOD/NAVY – Continuous Monitoring of customer issues
ED/FSA – We perform a continuous review of our system and make any necessary
adjustments.
DOI/USBR— In the last two years, Reclamation conducted several reviews under the
Management for Excellence Initiative which resulted in new Directive and Standards and new
business management practices in the Working Capital Fund.
DOT/FAA – We are currently (February 2010-June 2010) conducting a cost management
assessment study. The objective of this study is to characterize how cost management and cost
information is currently being used in FAA and tie agency uses to the following areas mentioned
in SFFAS #4: Budgeting and Cost Control, Performance Measurement, Determining
Reimbursements, Setting Fees and Prices, Program Evaluations, and Economic Choice
Decisions. This effort is not only a review of agency cost requirements, but also an opportunity
for cost accounting outreach.
EPA – The Agency periodically develops a Strategic Plan which is aligned to the budget via the
account code structure captured in the Agency's financial system. The latest Strategic Plan is
for 2009-2014 and was developed in FY 2008.
GSA/FPSD – We have not completed a system review as we just started the project in the last
two months.
GSA/OFPO – We just reviewed the needs of the OCFO in the past year, and, as a result, we
implemented a new MCA in January 2010.
HUD – HUD CFO Budget Office reviews and updates TEAM for cost allocation purposes
SBA – FY 2009. We realized that besides financial statement preparation we currently are not
using the cost information for our organization's needs. We plan to improve our cost system so it
can respond to the Agency's needs.
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USDA/APHIS – All three components are in the process of reviewing their current system as
part of the effort to implement FMMI in spring of 2011.
USDA/FSA – Reviews are on-going. Some adaptations are incorporated during each review
process to better show the true cost of doing business
USDA/OCFO – FY 2009 Appropriate modifications have been made to address organizational
needs.
USDA/OCIO – Reviews are accomplished by way of monthly meetings with branch chiefs and
other senior leadership within ITS and OCIO. The CMIS system has been well received.
Question 13
Do you believe the managerial cost accounting standards, when combined with the
necessary judgments inherent in implementing managerial cost accounting, result in
information that meets the accounting and reporting needs of internal users (i.e.,
program managers) to enable them to make decisions?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, EPA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, HUD, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO,
USDA/OCIO
No – DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA
Question 14
If you answered yes to question 13, please describe how the internal users (i.e., program
managers) in your organization use managerial cost accounting and reporting
information to make decisions.
DOC/NIST – The analysis is used to determine fees, surcharges, and reimbursement rates.
DOC/NOAA – We believe program managers rely more on budgetary information with regards
to making decisions than using cost information.
DOC/USPTO – Program managers use cost information for fee costing and setting, budgetary
uses, performance measures such as efficiency and cost management measures, and for
business decisions such as choosing which portion of the Patent process to improve and
automate.
DOD/USACE – MCA allows us to determine the proportion of our workload that can be done
with in-house resources or contractors.
DOD/NAVY – external reports, set customer rates, organizational realignment
ED/FSA – Cost information has been used in contract negotiations and budget formulation.
DOI/USBR – Reclamation created the SPCCR to capture cost and repayment data by project to
facilitate better management of existing infrastructure, increase knowledge and understanding
of the repayment status of these facilities, to increase transparency of construction costs of our
customers.
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DOT/FAA – An example was the strategic decision to outsource the Agency's flight service
stations in October 2005 to realize cost savings. The Cost Accounting System provided the
data to support the A-76 analysis that resulted in the outsourcing of FAA's flight service stations.
EPA – Managers use this information to track the cost of program outputs, for cost recovery, to
measure performance and to set fees.
GSA/FPSD – Internal users are not yet receiving the data as we just starting gathering costs
within the last two months.
GSA/OFPO – We just started using activity-based cost accounting to track labor costs by
activity and customer in our electronic time and attendance management system (ETAMS) by
activities and customers. Previously, we did periodic tracking outside of the ETAMS system.
We used this information to identify areas of process improvements.
HUD – Allows HUD to track employees' time based on specific tasks for major programs
SBA – At times cost information has been used for decision making.
USDA/APHIS – AMS has developed a Statement of Operations analysis which is a profit and
loss statement derived from the ledger within FFIS. This analysis shows managers their activity
by month to support informed manager analysis and decision making. AMS managers regularly
review these reports and use them to manage cost. Cost information is available for APHIS
managers for decision-making purposes and is used on an as–needed basis. The responsibility
lies with those managers to determine the best data to make decisions and the appropriate level
of data use. GIPSA currently uses operational performance information to report financial
performance to management and demonstrate alignment with strategic plans. GIPSA makes
economic decisions on a case-by-case basis using the best cost or financial data available.
USDA/FSA – The standards serve as an excellent starting point; currently we utilize various
manual systems for input into decisions. We believe the BPMS system will provide the basis for
decisions in the future.
USDA/OCFO – See response to questions 7 and 8.
USDA/OCIO – Understanding the true costs of doing business helps internal management to
determine and deploy future levels of resources in anticipation of their demand levels. It also
helps gauge budget standards by measuring the variances to those standards. Users can gain
insights to better achieve the organization's goals and meet strategic objectives.
Question 15
If you answered no to question 13, please offer suggestions about what might be done to
make managerial cost accounting and reporting information more useful to program
managers.
DOC/USPTO – I answered Yes to #13, but here is what you need to do: embed the MCA
expense data in the fundamental processes such as financial reporting, budgeting and
performance reporting. Business usage evolves from that.
DOT/FAA – It has been difficult to get the LOBs to fully embrace MCA. The culture is based on
managing by "obligations" rather than "expense" data. We continually struggle with ways to
make the data more useful to our program managers. Perhaps more training on MCA and its
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uses can give the LOBs more understanding on how to manage with cost.
DOT/FHWA – If data were timely and in a format relevant to decision makers
Question 16
Does the method or approach used to capture and report managerial cost information
differ from that used to prepare information submitted for the Budget of the U.S.
Government?
Yes – DOC/USPTO, DOD/NAVY, DOT/FAA, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO
No – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOD/USACE, DOT/FHWA, EPA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, HUD,
SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/OCIO
Question 17
If you answered yes to question 16, please describe or provide an example.
DOC/USPTO – This is the fundamental problem with MCA today. There is no guideline for
linkage between MCA and budget. At PTO, the prior year organizational expense percentages,
translated to obligations, becomes the starting point for budget formulation. More guidance
from FASAB is required to bring about a government version of the CAM-I (Consortium of
Advanced Management International) closed loop to guide federal budget formulation.
DOD/NAVY – Department of Navy Industrial Budgeting Information System (DONIBIS)
DOT/FAA – Our Cost Accounting System reports the costs associated with programs that "roll
up" to services that are provided by each line of business. In contrast, the Budget is focused on
reporting by program that roll up to the Agency's goals.
ED/FSA – Our MCA system is built on assignments, tracing, and allocations of expenditures to
outputs.
DOI/USBR – Reclamation formulates budget in much more detail.
USDA/FSA – Data for budget formulation is computed manually.
USDA/OCFO – Actual cost by service line versus a calculated amount used for the budget
Question 18a
Please describe your three greatest success stories related to the use of MCA for
effective decision-making.
DOC/NIST – 1) It has allowed us to calculate and charge true costs more accurately, 2) It
provides a more accurate basis for cost analysis. 3) It provides a more accurate cost benefit
analysis of program performance.
DOC/NOAA – The DoCs financial system allows data to be reviewed at various levels. This
should prove helpful in allowing managers to make effective decisions.
DOC/USPTO – Our three greatest successes in implementing MCA are: 1. Ongoing Patent and
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Trademark Fee Studies, 2. Continued use of the ABC data for financial reporting (SNC &
Footnotes), 3. Use of ABC data in the budget formulation process since 1998.
DOD/USACE – 1. Our MCA system has cost data available in real-time. 2. Our upward reports
are available immediately at the end of the month. 3. Our fiscal year rollover process takes
approximately 24 hours.
DOD/NAVY – Rates, surcharges, reports
ED/FSA – Establishing cost targets and reporting on FSA's performance annually. Predicting
budgets based on volumes, supporting budget requests. Contract negotiation. We were able to
challenge a contractor's bid to increase their capacity to originate more loans and were able to
save $4M.
DOI/USBR – 1) Consistency in a decentralized organization through Standard Process of
Costing. 2) Flexibility and transparency of our indirect costs in the Working Capital Fund. 3)
Facilitate better management of contacts
DOT/FAA – Outsourcing of the flight service stations; Collecting overflight fees, and Improved
reimbursable cost recovery
DOT/FHWA – none
EPA – 1) working capital fund; 2) integration of financial accounting and other data systems
(e.g., contracts, grants, programs); 3) cost recovery.
GSA/FPSD – N/A - we just implemented program within last two months.
GSA/OFPO – New to doing it, but we can see exactly where the time/ resources are going,
which is useful for managing those resources.
HUD – N/A
USDA/FSA – 1. Automated budget formulation/execution to track costs and get closer to a full
costing environment. 2. Develop a pilot cost model to begin per unit costing 3. Began an Activity
Reporting System to track employee activities for MCA purposes
USDA/OCIO – 1. Managers now have access to cost information that was previously
unavailable before CMIS was implemented. 2. More accurate unit cost data across customers
has enabled better focus to resource requirements and demands 3. SLAs and customer billings
are more defensible
Question 18b
Please describe your three greatest challenges in making MCA information useful to
managers.
DOC/NIST – 1) The need for a continual review of fees, surcharges, and reimbursement rates.
2) Educating the customers and management in understanding the concept of indirect cost and
matching cost to revenues within the same reporting period. 3) In addition to performing the
review process, it is difficult to determine the actual rates to be charged.
DOC/NOAA – Standardization of data across our reporting segments are been a challenge.
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DOC/USPTO – Our three greatest challenges in making MCA useful are: 1. Getting the
managers to understand what ABC is and how the USPTO ABI system is designed to capture
full costs, 2. Getting the right people to look at the data and actually use it (it often did not get to
the operations managers but rather only to the finance and budget representatives within those
program areas), 3. Push-back saying the data is wrong and arguing over drivers instead of
using the data.
DOD/USACE – 1. Educating USACE project managers about USACE costing policies. 2.
Developing meaningful local reports. 3. Developing meaningful enterprise reports.
DOD/NAVY – Command interpretation, lack of standardization
ED/FSA – Having enough personnel resources to fully move to activity-based management.
Applying overhead costs. Working with business unit staff to implement new uses for the
model’s results and the quarterly models.
DOI/USBR – Understanding their customer needs, not overwhelming them and training
DOT/FAA – System complexity; Cultural change to complement managing by using budgetary
data with cost accounting data; Training managers on usefulness of cost data; and Ownership
of managerial cost data
DOT/FHWA – timeliness of data, accuracy of self-reported data, ability to influence budgets
and/or resource allocation
EPA – 1) Managers are focused on their budgets (i.e., how much was spent and how much is
available for spending) more than on costs; 2) Lack of integration of financial and programmatic
data systems; 3) Developing reports to meet manager's specific needs.
GSA/FPSD – N/A - we just implemented program within last two months.
GSA/OFPO – We expect to have useful reports as we have data in ETAMS.
HUD – N/A
SBA – Obligation costs versus expenses; Overhead allocation; Allocation method.
USDA/APHIS – There are several challenges in making MCA information useful to managers.
Collecting accurate data requires extensive training, outreach, and support from management.
Collecting accurate data requires staff resources. Many of our field and mission employees are
scientists, inspectors, graders, veterinarians, entomologists, etc.; it is challenging to gather cost
information from this level.
USDA/FSA – 1. Getting appropriate systems purchased 2. Getting data from feeder systems to
use MCA 3. Getting cooperation from all components to develop system
USDA/OCFO – Identifying the metrics to capture the cost by the various cost centers
USDA/OCIO – 1. Education - communicating the benefits of MCA such that more and more
users will use the cost data 2. Tie-in to accounting system - CMIS is actually independent of the
core financial system but still required tweaking to accommodate change-over to new
accounting system 3. Training - as more and more agencies start to implement their own CMIS
models, agency staff must be trained so that they can maintain their own models rather than
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rely solely on the original ITS staff that built the first CMIS model.
Question 18c
Please describe the three most important lessons learned that you would share with an
agency that is just starting out with MCA.
DOC/NIST – 1) Educate your customers 2) Establish a basis for calculating rates 3) Review
your calculation/analysis methods and update when organizational changes occur.
DOC/NOAA – Ensure data consistency and standardization exists. This would definitely help in
ensuring the best data is available.
DOC/USPTO – Our three most important lessons learned are: 1. The data must be useful to
operations folks and the project must have executive-level buy-in and a champion; 2. The
expense information must be integrated into the mandated reporting requirements so that it will
never fade away; 3. An executive level steering committee to approve and record decisions is
necessary.
DOD/USACE – 1. An MCA should operate in real-time. 2. All levels of the organization must be
trained in using the MCA. 3. Auditors should be involved in system design.
DOD/NAVY – Normalization of business processes, standardization of data definitions
ED/FSA – Senior Management commitment and buy-in are extremely important to the success
of the project. Start the ABC/M initiative as a pilot, in a specific area, before taking on the entire
organization. Begin with an objective before designing the model. Keep information flowing to
management and users. In addition, give users ‘direct’ access to the information. Have enough
resources to develop and sustain the project.
DOI/USBR – Consistency is hard to obtain, know your customers and know your data.
DOT/FAA – The following factors are essential for a successful MCA implementation: (1)
Executive management leadership/support; (2) User involvement (3) Clear statement of
requirements; and (4) Avoid building a system or methodology that is overly complex
DOT/FHWA – Leadership commitment is essential; integrate seamlessly with time & attendance
and accounting systems; make it easy and transparent to self-report
EPA – 1) Develop a flexible account code structure at a sufficient level of detail to meet
managers' needs; 2) Integrate financial and other data systems to the extent possible; 3)
Include all stakeholders in decision-making processes.
GSA/FPSD – N/A - we just implemented program within last two months.
GSA/OFPO – Use a pilot first. We used one, then a second division as pilots before using the
ABC MCA across all 6 divisions of the Office of Financial Policy and Operations. And this Office
will serve as a pilot for all of OCFO.
HUD – N/A
SBA – Choose a good cost method and system. Implementation must include top management
support. Train program managers on the difference between cost information and budget costs.
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USDA/FSA – 1. Get buy in from high level stakeholders 2. Get a good integrator 3. Keep
stakeholders apprised of project status
USDA/OCFO – We needed an automated system to capture the cost data so that we can
merge the cost data with the cost drivers.
USDA/OCIO – 1. Communicate the benefits to all those who would be impacted, as soon as
possible 2. Establish team of users who would be responsible for maintaining their cost
system/models and arrange for effective training and knowledge transfer 3. Monitor results
regularly to (a) ensure reconciliation with core financial system, (b) identify variances to budget,
(c) get feedback from end-users as to effectiveness of cost reports so they can be modified as
necessary
Question 19
What other type of cost information would you like to have that you currently do not
generate?
DOC/NIST – It would be beneficial to have accounts payable reports but our current system has
limitations.
DOC/USPTO – We produce an abundance of cost information and apply it differently depending
on which organization it originates in. It would be helpful to use the costing information for
internal and external benchmarking on a more regular basis to help identify process efficiency
improvements. It might also be useful to run expenditures and perhaps even obligations
through the ABC expense models.
ED/FSA – Benchmark data from other agencies and private sectors.
DOI/USBR – Depends on the situation that you are analyzing. The information is readily
available, however, it has to be pulled from multiple systems.
DOT/FAA – Generating MCA reports for the Agency's franchise fund.
DOT/FHWA – comparison with like agencies and across similar business units
EPA – None for now.
GSA/FPSD – N/A
GSA/OFPO – We plan to allocate the indirect costs based on the direct labor costs we are
currently tracking since January 2010 (or later for some divisions.)
HUD – N/A
SBA – N/A
USDA/FSA – We are not yet fully utilizing MCA to provide a response
USDA/OCFO – We believe the CMIS will serve our cost information needs.
USDA/OCIO – Cost by Strategic Organizational Goals; more Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
and Cost Scorecards/Dashboards
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Question 20
What benefits and uses would you expect to derive from comparing administrative
and/or operational costs within and across agencies (e.g., cost to issue a grant, cost to
perform a particular service, etc)?
DOC/NIST – To determine the “best practices” by using the most cost effective process.
DOC/NOAA – Comparing cost data with other agencies would be a good tool to leverage
successes and lessons learned from those agencies. Implementing those successes could
assist in driving down administrative and operational costs.
DOC/USPTO – Benchmarking would be beneficial as long as we compare apples to apples.
Benchmarking would be very difficult with different quality MCAs between agencies. Process
improvements could be made in less efficient areas by studying more efficient organizations.
DOD/USACE – Comparing costs across agency lines would help us remain competitive,
however the accounting systems would have to be similar to make comparisons fair.
DOD/NAVY – Ability to understand cost structure, compatibility of data
ED/FSA – Strengthened budget justifications, more informed contract negotiations, process
improvements and cost of providing services/functions at different FSA locations.
DOI/USBR – Business Process efficiencies and/or cost savings
DOT/FAA – Compare costs of similar activities and find causes for cost differences; Managers
can respond to inquiries about the costs of the activities they manage; and, Compare cost
changes over time and identify their causes
DOT/FHWA – look for efficiencies
EPA – These comparisons would influence decision-making about where a particular type of
service should be performed, e.g., in house versus by another federal entity. Likewise, our
Agency may be able to provide services to other agencies on a lower cost basis.
GSA/FPSD – We expect to obtain the actual costs to perform particular services as well as
costs to provide services to client agencies. The data will also be useful to managers in
assessing where their branch resources are being utilized and will be helpful in looking for areas
to focus on to improve efficiency.
GSA/OFPO – We expect to have more precise data on the actual cost to perform particular
services (activities) and to provide services to specific customers (GSA Services or other federal
agencies). This will allow more precise pricing to each customer. We expect to be able to
compare divisions/ branches where appropriate and to leverage this information to drive
process improvement.
HUD – N/A
SBA – Could inform budget decisions by management. Could link performance with cost.
USDA/APHIS – There are many variables that might make it difficult to compare administrative
and/or operational costs in such a way. The comparison may highlight or uncover efficiencies
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that one agency or organization has implemented, that might be transferable to another agency.
USDA/FSA – If comparisons among offices prove to be methodologically valid, regional cost
and output analysis will be helpful to analyze efficiencies.
USDA/OCFO – We hope to be able to track and calculate actual costs of our service lines in
order to accurately bill our customers for services provided.
USDA/OCIO – Benchmarking across agencies; understanding true cost/benefit relationships in
the provision of services to those agencies
Question 21
What barriers or obstacles (e.g., differing internal policies or social objectives that may
make comparisons challenging) would you foresee from comparing administrative
and/or operational costs within and across agencies?
DOC/NIST – The establishment of a standardized methodology of cost accounting across
Government Agencies. Most agencies are accustomed to budgetary accounting and not cost
accounting.
DOC/NOAA – Establishing points of contact could pose a problem. The formatting of how the
data is presented could also be a challenge.
DOC/USPTO – In order to do any type of meaningful comparison, costs must be captured in a
similar fashion and defined very, very specifically. For example, if you just say, "include IT
costs", some people will provide an individual's share of the entire IT structure across the whole
organization, and some will only include the person's PC.
DOD/USACE – USACE charges current workload for the cost of accrued retirement benefits.
DOD/NAVY – Unwillingness to change processes
ED/FSA – Internal/External: Willingness to share information (more external), differing ways of
calculating costs, differing ways of performing/providing a service, differing ideas on what
should constituent the costs.
DOI/USBR – Comparative analysis is difficult because data is not consistent.
DOT/FHWA – focusing on the differences/uniquenesses of agencies rather than their similarities
DOT/FAA – Making sure costs being compared are homogeneous enough to draw the right
conclusions.
EPA – Cost versus price issues might arise. An agency might want to perform a certain function
on a federal-wide level. The full cost of performing that service might exceed what the agency
could reasonably expect to price its service at and be competitive. One agency's organizational
structure may include more administrative type function's/costs than another's putting that
agency at a competitive disadvantage when pricing its services.
GSA/OFPO – We believe there are barriers to comparing across agencies where the risk is
comparing "apples and oranges".
HUD – Comparing similar programs administered by different agencies
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SBA – Non comparable economies of scale, different organizations and program operations.
USDA/APHIS – The barriers or obstacles would be those variables among agencies. Some
agencies are regulatory in nature, and may incur more administrative or operational costs that
another agency would not.
USDA/FSA – There may be a sense of data ownership and an unwillingness to share
information. Should some areas prove to be substantially less efficient than others, this may
well cause additional difficulties
USDA/OCFO – N/A
USDA/OCIO – Resistance to divulge or share information thought to be sensitive or confidential;
differences in philosophy with respect to how costs are pooled for assignment purposes and/or
unit cost reporting.

COST ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Question 22
Have you developed an automated MCA system that produces cost information for
managers?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOT/FAA,
DOT/FHWA, HUD, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – DOI/USBR, EPA, GSA/FPSD
Question 23
If you answered yes to question 22, what approach to costing (i.e., costing methodology)
does your system use?
Standard Costing – DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, DOT/FHWA, USDA/OCFO
Activity-based costing – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, ED/FSA, HUD, SBA, USDA/APHIS,
USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
Job order costing – DOC/NOAA, DOD/USACE, USDA/OCFO
Process Costing – USDA/APHIS, USDA/OCFO
Other – DOD/USACE (Direct Project Costing), DOT/FAA (FAA uses a methodology that is most
similar to Activity Based and Job Order costing. Most costs are accumulated in and/or directly
traced to defined projects and activities (outputs)), USDA/APHIS (In some cases, costs may be
distributed based on manual calculations that take a variety of factors into account.)
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Question 24
If you answered yes to question 22, please describe the system you use, including who
is responsible for the data being put into the system, who is permitted to change the
system, and who is responsible for the accuracy and/or reliability of the data in the
system?
DOC/NIST – We use a relational database and reporting tools. The Finance Office has the
ability to update the system and both the Finance and Budget Offices monitor accuracy.
DOC/NOAA – Various NOAA staff members are responsible for data being put into the system
as verifying its accuracy and/or reliability. Changes to the system are authorized by the
Department of Commerce.
DOC/USPTO – The software used for ABC at PTO is SAP Profitability and Cost Management
(called ABIS at USPTO). The ABC contractor is responsible for the data extraction from the
Enterprise Data Warehouse and integration with the ABIS. Only the ABI Division of the Office of
Finance, with support from the Financial Systems Division, is permitted to change the system.
The ABI division is responsible for the reliability and accuracy of the data in the system.
DOD/USACE – The Corps of Engineers Financial Management System (CEFMS). It is used by
all USACE activities and user roles are assigned based on function at the activity level.
DOD/NAVY – Navy ERP is the system. Field Business Financial Managers and Comptrollers
are responsible for the data. Navy ERP is permitted to make changes.
ED/FSA – FSA's ABC system is CostPerform. The ABC Team, within the FSA CFO office, is
responsible for entering and editing data in the system. The team is also responsible for the
accuracy and reliability of the data.
DOT/FAA – The FAA’s Cost Accounting System (CAS) consists of three major components: (1)
Front End Control System (FECS) – Processes financial and statistical (operational) data and
formats it for use in PeopleSoft. (2) PeopleSoft Projects Application (an Oracle, commercial offthe-shelf application) – Maintains the financial and operational data residing in the database;
performs cost allocations; and provides application security. (3) Report, Analysis, and
Distribution System (RADS) – FAA’s online tool for accessing CAS reports. A weekly file is
imported to CAS from the Agency's Oracle-based core financial system (called "DELPHI"). This
file contains revenues, expenses, gains and losses for labor and non labor transactions.
Operational data from several systems throughout the Agency is also imported. Memorandums
of Understandings are in place with system owners to define roles and responsibilities. Any
requested changes to CAS are submitted to a Configuration Control Board (CCB) that meets
weekly. The CCB approves, scopes and prioritizes all system changes. The accuracy and
reliability of the CAS data is dependent on the accuracy and reliability of the extracts CAS gets
from the core financial system and other operational systems. Also, our Cost Accounting
Branch has quality control processes in place to check for the accuracy and completeness of
the data.
DOT/FHWA – when the system was operational, the CFO staff coordinated input from payroll
and accounting. Deputy CFO was system owner.
HUD – The TEAM system is administered by the CFO Office of Budget based on individual
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submission of identified tasks
SBA – Oros cost accounting system.
USDA/APHIS – APHIS, AMS and GIPSA collect costs for all of their program areas. This is
accomplished using the Department's FFIS accounting system to collect costs by accounting
and transactions codes that roll up to the GL. AMS and GIPSA use the Cost Allocation module
in FFIS to distribute costs automatically based on pre-determined percentages. APHIS uses
standard vouchers to manually distribute costs within FFIS to the proper programs or activities.
APHIS also developed a system, the APHIS Cost Management System (ACMS), which is used
to track and reconcile spending back to cost centers. ACMS may be used in the future to
include non-financial data that could be used to provide MCA information. APHIS also used
ABC costing techniques to manage about 10 percent of its budget in prior years. All of these
systems have established security that limits input to trained users who have the proper access.
USDA/FSA – Staff are assigned duties through designation of roles and responsibilities. All
employees will enter ABC data and all managers will review for accuracy
USDA/OCFO – CMIS - Cost Management Information System; CMIS models are built using a
software application from SAP/Business Objects known as PCM (Profitability and Cost
Management.) Rae Ann Martino, Mgmt Analyst, Cathy Boyd, Budget Analyst, Michelle
Santiago, Mgmt Analyst were the model builders. Martino. Boyd & Santiago input the data and
ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data in CMIS. Dennis Jack, Associate Director,
Reporting and Administration, directs and supervises the efforts of the analysts.
USDA/OCIO – CMIS - Cost Management Information System; designed by Lisa Johnson, Chief
- Financial Management Branch, ITS; architected and built by Al Baker, Mgmt+Program Analyst,
ITS-FMB; data input and managed by Mary Eckart, Mgmt+Program Analyst, ITS-FMB. Baker
and Eckart are responsible for the accuracy and reliability of the data in CMIS. CMIS models
are built using a software application from SAP/Business Objects known as PCM (Profitability
and Cost Management.)
Question 25
If you answered no to question 22, please describe the system or process you use.
DOI/USBR – Access databases and spreadsheets
EPA – Managerial cost accounting data resides in the Agency's financial system.
GSA/FPSD – Personnel costs are tracked utilizing our timekeeping system. Reports are
manually pulled from a data warehouse on a biweekly basis and pulled into Excel where the
data is summarized using pivot tables. This data is reconciled back to Payroll reports to ensure
we are capturing all personnel costs. The distribution of other costs such as supplies, rent,
utilities, and travel will be captured in Excel spreadsheets. The basis of the distribution of these
costs will vary depending upon the type of expense. In some cases, such as for travel or
printing costs, etc we can easily identify a specific task and/or client to attribute the cost to. In
other cases, such as general supplies, rent, etc, the costs will be allocated based on the
percentages derived from our personnel costs. All of these calculations will be done manually
at this time.
GSA/OFPO – We are using the previously described ETAMS. Employees or their branch chiefs
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input the data. The OCFO is responsible for the system (a different office in the OCFO from our
office.) We are responsible (employees, supervisors, management) for the accuracy of our own
data in the ETAMS system. Labor costs are tracked using the ETAMS system. Reports are
manually pulled from a data warehouse on a biweekly basis and pulled into Excel where the
data is summarized using pivot tables. This data is reconciled back to Payroll reports to ensure
we are capturing all personnel costs. The distribution of other costs such as supplies, rent,
utilities, and travel will be captured in Excel spreadsheets. The basis of the distribution of these
costs will vary depending upon the type of expense. In some cases, such as for travel or printing
costs, etc. we can easily identify a specific task and/or client to attribute the cost to. In other
cases, such as general supplies, rent, etc. the costs will be allocated based on the percentages
derived from our personnel costs. All of these calculations will be done manually at this time.
HUD – The FTE percentages derived from TEAM are used to allocate administrative costs to
responsibility centers defined in HUD's consolidated financial statements.
USDA/OCFO – Until full implementation of CMIS we currently employ the use of cost finding
techniques to determine costs of services. This involved the running of queries from the general
ledger as well as our legacy systems. It is very time consuming and also requires certain
assumptions.
Question 26
Have you considered implementing eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) to
capture and report managerial cost information?
Yes – DOT/FHWA, GSA/OFPO
No – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, EPA, GSA/FPSD, HUD, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO,
USDA/OCIO
Question 27
If you answered yes to question 26, please describe the outcome of your consideration
of XBRL.
DOT/FHWA – on hold until MCA “next steps” are finalized
GSA/OFPO – We considered XBRL in our overall approach to cost accounting for all of GSA.
We will consider its use at a later date after we use MCA throughout all of OCFO and are
expanding its use across GSA.

COST ACCOUNTING METHODOLOGY/ASSIGNMENT
Question 28
Please list the responsibility segments you have defined for the entity(ies) for which you
are answering this questionnaire.
DOC/NIST – Operating Units, Budget Programs/Projects
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DOC/NOAA – NOAA's responsibility segments include the following: Office of Marine and
Aviation Operations, National Ocean Service, Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research,
National Weather Service, National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service,
Program Planning and Integration
DOC/USPTO – The primary responsibility segments at USPTO are Patents, Trademarks, and
Intellectual Property Protection (IPP).
DOD/USACE – USACE major business lines are Civil Works, Military Programs, IIS, and R&D.
All use the same MCA.
ED/FSA – Chief Financial Office, Chief Information Office, Program Compliance, Business
Operations, Student Aid Awareness and Application Service, Business Transformation and
Administrative Services, Enterprise Performance Management Services, Communication and
Outreach Staff, Policy Liaison and Implementation, Ombudsman.
DOI/USBR – Too many to list in this survey.
DOT/FAA – The mission of the FAA is to provide the safest, most efficient aerospace system in
the world. CAS responsibility segments are the four lines of business that have a direct role to
accomplish this goal: Air Traffic Organization (ATO), Aviation Safety (AVS), Airports (ARP) and
Commercial Space Transportation (AST). These lines of business (LOBs) work together to
create, operate, and maintain the National Airspace System.
DOT/FHWA – program office (headquarters), field office locations - similar to Assessable Unit
for OMB Circular A-123 reporting
EPA – The Agency's responsibility segments are its five Strategic Plan Goals: 1)Clean Air and
Global Climate Change; 2) Clean and Safe Water; 3)Land Preservation and Restoration; 4)
Healthy Communities and Ecosystems and 5) Compliance and Environmental Stewardship.
GSA/FPSD – We are tracking our costs separately between our internal work done for GSA
(T1) and the work done for external client agencies (B3)
GSA/OFPO – Responsibility segments are each of the 6 divisions, the DCFO office heading the
Office of Financial Policy and Operations, and where appropriate segmenting the divisions' work
into internal work for GSA and work done for external customer agencies.
HUD – FHWA, GNMA, Section 8 Rental Assistance, Community Development Block Grants,
HOME, Operating Subsidies, Public and Indian Housing Loans and Grants, Housing for the
Elderly and Disabled and All Other Programs.
SBA – Costs are reported for SBA's strategic goal categories. Costs are reported on both
obligation and expense basis.
USDA/APHIS – The responsibility segments for APHIS, AMS, and GIPSA are the major
programs within the entities.
USDA/FSA – Field offices go to the county office level; headquarters offices go to the division
level
USDA/OCFO – Accounting Processing Services, Administrative Payment Services, Cash
Reconciliation Services, Financial Reporting Services, Intra-governmental Payment and
Collection Services, Property Accounting Services, and Federal Funding and Accountability Act
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(FFATA)/American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
USDA/OCIO – Various branches contained within the following ITS divisions: Infrastructure
Governance Division, Infrastructure Definition Division, Infrastructure Operations Division,
Technical Support Division, and Administrative Management Division
Question 29
Please list the cost objects you have defined for the entity/ies for which you are
answering this questionnaire.
DOC/NIST – Various programs and projects far to numerous to list. We are a scientific
community with very detailed projects.
DOC/NOAA – NOAA uses projects and tasks as its cost object.
DOC/USPTO – We have an ABC cost model for each USPTO organization. Each model has
cost objects. There are approximately 150 cost objects in total consisting of products, services
or customers as appropriate. We would be happy to supply a complete list if you are interested.
DOD/USACE – Project Codes, Appropriation Codes, Army Management Structure Codes
(AMSCO), Account Period, Resource Codes, Standard Elements of Resource, and Object
Class
ED/FSA – Electronic/Paper FAFSA Application, Pell Disbursements, ACG Disbursements,
SMART Disbursements, TEACH Disbursements, Direct Loan Origination and Disbursements,
Direct Loan PLUS Origination and Disbursements, FSEOG Disbursements, Perkins Loan
Program Disbursements, Federal Work Study Program Disbursements, LEAP/SLEAP Program
Disbursements, Direct Loan Consolidation, Loan Servicing, Default Collections, Conditional
Disability Discharge, FFELP Monitoring of Financial Partners, FFEL Reviews, Compliance
Audits, School Reviews (Audit Reviews, Eligibility Reviews, Financial Reviews, Program
Reviews, Management & Other Reviews), Monitoring and Oversight of Schools (Public, Private,
Proprietary, Foreign).
DOI/USBR – Too many to list in this survey.
DOT/FAA – Each major FAA Line of Business defined the products and services provided to its
users. These services represent the final cost objects in CAS where cost is accumulated in
projects and tasks.
DOT/FHWA – organization, task, service
EPA – The Agency has over a hundred environmental and support cost objects (i.e. outputs)
which are defined as program/projects. Program/projects are part of the account code structure
which is used to capture the cost of outputs of the various Agency programs.
GSA/FPSD – We have developed a list of over 250 specific tasks that are performed by the
various branches of the Financial & Payroll Services Division. The tasks are grouped by major
categories such as Administrative Work, Supervisory Duties, Customer Service, Process Cash,
Process Entries & Payments, Reconciliations & Analysis, Reporting, Program Management,
Fixed Assets, Perform AR Functions, Client Relations, Process Biweekly Payroll,
Account/Systems Reconciliations, Systems Support and Management
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GSA/OFPO – The cost objects are the over 250 activities identified, defined, and assigned a
labor tracking code. We also identified and assigned a labor tracking code for customer
agencies to be used with the activity code where applicable.
HUD – BOCs used by HUD to record personnel compensation costs (BOC 1100) and other
indirect costs such as travel (BOC 2100, 2300, 2400)
SBA – Program activities are the cost objects.
USDA/APHIS – Cost objects vary and include items such as inspections, certificates issues,
volume of product graded, etc.
USDA/FSA – Cost objects are driven by outputs at the county office level, such as contracts
approved or contracts maintained
USDA/OCFO – Cycles run; 1099s produced; maintenance requests; IAS, telephone, and utility
invoices processed; GovTrip audits; relocation travel authorizations and vouchers; debts
collected/managed; FMS-224 reports; FACTS I and II reports, FMS6652s reconciled; FBWT
reconciliations; agency financial statements reviewed; TRORs processed; real and personal
property reconciliations; volume of assets; FFATA/ARRA records.
USDA/OCIO – (1.) SERVICES: COMMUNICATION SERVICES: -- Network Services (SCA
Data Circuits, Internet Access/WAN, Alternative Office Connectivity, Above Core Data Circuits);
Wireless Services (Cell Phones, Blackberry/Smart Phone, Broadband Card /Wireless,
Connectivity Solutions (Network), Wireless Miscellaneous); Conferencing Services (Video and
Voice); Voice Services (Primary Local Circuits (Toll Free), Long Distance/Federal Calling Card,
Voice Solutions and Voice Mail); Hardware Certification Services (Standard Hardware
Certification (Core) and Supplemental Hardware Certification(Above-Core)); Patch
Management; Software Certification Services (Standard Software Certification (Core) and
Supplemental Software Certification (Above-Core)); Security Services (Continuity Services,
Data Security, Security Program Management, Network Security, and Security Incident
Management); Change Management (Change Management Services, Release Management
Services, and Configuration Management Services); Business Application Hosting; Data
Center and Hosting Services; Application Hosting; Technical/Deployment Services
(System Administration and DBA, ITS Hosting Provisioning Services, NITC Facility
Charges/Servers, Thin Client Centralized Storage, and Web Farm Infrastructure); Enterprise
Data Services; NITC SAN Storage; End-User Services (Includes help desk); End-User File,
Print and Data Services; Accommodation Services; Account Management Services;
Enterprise Messaging Services-MOU (Enterprise Messaging Services and Enterprise
Messaging Premium Services); Deployment Management Services (Client Desktop, Client
Hardware Peripherals, Standard (Core) Software, Supplemental (Above-Core) Software, and
Thin Client Desktop); Field Server Infrastructure; Facilities Management Services (Office
Moves, Consolidations, Closures, Renovations and Computer Room Management); Service
Desk Services (Problem Management, Requests for Service/Information, and Requests for
Service-EGov); and Fleet Management/Repair. (2.) CUSTOMERS: Office of the Chief
Information Officer; Rural Development; Farm Service Agency; Risk Management; Natural
Resources Conservation Service; I – Indirect; S - Forest Service; and Other Customers.
(3.) STATES: Including large and small offices
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Question 30
Have you revised your responsibility segments or cost objects since the first year you
reported?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA, EPA, SBA, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCIO
No – DOC/NOAA, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, HUD,
USDA/APHIS, USDA/OCFO
Question 31
If you answered yes to question 30, please describe how you revised the responsibility
segments and/or cost objects.
DOC/NIST – Yes – based on Congressional direction
DOC/USPTO – The responsibility segments changed as the strategic plan changed.
DOD/USACE – As appropriation requirements or management initiatives change, appropriate
changes are made to the accounting system to track and report requirements, i.e. ARRA.
ED/FSA – Cost objects are added to the model based on changes in the organization and data
provided by the program managers.
DOT/FAA – There have been revisions within the responsibility segments. For example, the Air
Traffic Organization line of business has reorganized twice since FAA implemented this
segment in the Cost Accounting System.
EPA – See answer to question 12. Revisions to responsibility segments may occur as a part of
the Strategic Plan development process. Cost objects (i.e., outputs) may be revised as part of
the annual planning/budget process.
SBA – Model adjusted for changes in organization, programs and annual plan initiatives.
USDA/FSA – Focus groups review annually
USDA/OCIO – Updating the service catalog and list of customer agencies as ITS has grown
and expanded; also in concert with changeover to new financial accounting system.
Question 32
Have you implemented full costing as defined by SFFAS 4?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, EPA, HUD, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/OCIO
No – DOT/FHWA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO
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Question 33
If you answered yes to question 32, is a certain portion of the time of the Office of the
Secretary and other leadership positions allocated to mission-related programs?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA, DOT/FAA, EPA, HUD,
SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/OCIO
No – DOD/NAVY
Question 34
If you answered yes to question 32, is a certain portion of your agency’s full costs not
assigned to programs (e.g., general management and administrative support costs that
cannot be traced, assigned, or directly associated to program objectives and their
outputs)?
Yes – DOD/NAVY, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, HUD, SBA
No – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA, EPA, USDA/APHIS,
USDA/OCIO
Question 35
If you answered yes to question 34, please describe your agency’s costs not assigned to
programs.
DOD/NAVY – Comptroller shops, Commanding Officers
DOI/USBR – General management for Policy and Administration of non-reimbursable activities.
DOT/FAA – At the end of an accounting cycle, there are certain general ledger adjustments that
are required to prepare the financial statements. Some of these adjustments are coded at a
"high level" (e.g. corporate level), but the level of detail required for cost accounting data is not
available. Examples of this kind of entry are: audit adjustments, reclassified accounts, intraagency eliminations, and entries related to appropriations that are canceling. Usually the
amount is nominal and is "spread" prorata for the final year-end Statement of Net Cost.
HUD – They represent administrative costs not attributable to specific responsibility centers
SBA – Inspector general and Congressionally mandated grants.
Question 36
In applying the guidance in SFFAS 30, Inter-Entity Cost Implementation: Amending
SFFAS 4, Managerial Cost Accounting Standards and Concepts, and Technical Release
8, Clarification of Standards Relating to Inter Entity Costs, have you identified additional
inter-entity costs?
Yes – DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, ED/FSA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, HUD, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCIO
No – DOC/NIST, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO,
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SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/OCFO
Question 37
If you answered yes to question 36, please list the additional inter-entity costs you
identified, including a brief description.
DOC/NOAA – NOAA Buoy Center - NOAA has an agreement with the Coast Guard whereby
the Coast Guard does maintenance work on NOAA's buoy system and does not charge NOAA
for this service
DOC/USPTO – The DOC Working Capital Fund charges.
ED/FSA – Department of Education
DOT/FHWA – External system providers, Department headquarters, common facilities
EPA – Under-reimbursed Interagency Agreement costs with other federal entities.
HUD – A portion of HUD's administrative costs relate to OMB, OPM and the Department of
Labor. These costs are defined as governmental expenses and allocated to the responsibility
centers in HUD's financial statements.
USDA/FSA – Leasing, Human Resource work, work with USAID Rural development
USDA/OCIO – Costs charged by any responsibility segment that are on behalf of or in lieu of
any another segment are included in CMIS, in accordance with full costs guidelines. These may
include any of the aforementioned divisions and branches.
Question 38
How do you calculate administrative costs for overhead (e.g., square footage, number of
employees, number of documents processed, etc)?
DOC/NIST – A majority is based on total administrative and overhead costs applied as a rate
against direct labor costs by program.
DOC/NOAA – There is a small percentage of items that are paid for centrally and are then
distributed out based on labor dollars.
DOC/USPTO – We use a mature ABC system with approximately 300 drivers used as
appropriate for the resource or activity. We use all of the examples cited above in addition to
many, many more. We would be happy to provide a complete list of drivers if you are
interested.
DOD/USACE – USACE allocates two types of overhead, Departmental and G&A (General &
Administrative), and has published guidance on what types of indirect costs are allowable for
each type of overhead.
DOD/NAVY – Labor Hours
ED/FSA – Overhead Surcharge Rule. The overhead costs for FSA’s Outputs are calculated
based on a rate, which is the total overhead costs divided by the total direct cost. This rate is
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then applied to the Direct Cost for each Output.
DOI/USBR – It varies by region, our indirect costs are directly related to our labor. A separate
component is identified for leave, benefits, office and regional indirect costs.
DOT/FAA – FAA allocates corporate overhead costs using a "top-down" method, known as a
"waterfall" approach. Using a waterfall approach, all indirect costs, starting at the “top” of the
organization, are assigned to the direct projects and services that are provided by the “bottom”
organizational units. FAA’s corporate indirect cost pools are typically made up of staff offices
(administrative functions such as human resources and accounting) which provide support to all
lines of business. CAS allocates these costs to all of the lines of business (LOB).
DOT/FHWA – principally labor hours—varies with cost type
EPA – Overhead costs such as rent, utilities, etc. are captured in the accounting system. The
costs are then allocated depending on the purpose of the allocation.
GSA/FPSD – See question 39 for explanation of how we are distributing our overhead costs.
GSA/OFPO – We plan to use various methods depending on the type of costs. See my
response to question 39.
HUD – FTE percentages recorded in the TEAM data base.
SBA – Overhead allocated based on $ of direct costs.
USDA/APHIS – We use a variety of methods, but primarily number of employees and direct
program dollars.
USDA/FSA – Multiple agency leases costs are computed through a combination of square
footage used and the number of employees. An estimate is used in some instances.
USDA/OCFO – number of documents processed
USDA/OCIO – Number of employees
Question 39
What kind of cost assignment do you use? (Examples include directly tracing, assigning
on a cause and effect basis, and allocating on a reasonable and consistent basis)?
DOC/NIST – Direct costs are charged to programs, and indirect costs are charges based on
total administrative and overhead costs applied as a rate against direct labor costs by program.
DOC/NOAA – NOAA uses both direct tracing and allocation on a reasonable and consistent
basis
DOC/USPTO – We use a mature ABC system with approximately 300 drivers used as
appropriate for the resource or activity. We use all of the examples cited above in addition to
many, many more. We would be happy to provide a complete list of drivers if you are interested.
DOD/USACE – Contract and direct labor costs are charged to project funds directly, direct labor
funds are burdened with Departmental overhead and G&A overhead as described above.
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DOD/NAVY – Direct tracing for direct costs, Pro-rated share of direct labor hours for overhead
ED/FSA – Direct tracing (majority of costs) and allocation.
DOI/USBR – We do all of the above.
DOT/FAA – Overhead is assigned by allocating on a reasonable and consistent basis.
Specifically, the total direct cost (labor and non-labor) directly traced to each LOB generally
determines the proportion of indirect costs allocated to each LOB total cost by organization.
DOT/FHWA – Direct (principally), allocation based on strategic goals supported
EPA – All three methods are used to assign costs to outputs depending on cost accounting
needs. Direct tracing of costs to outputs is done in the Agency's financial management system
via the account code. Agency support costs are allocated to programmatic outputs based on a
predetermined allocation methodology. To determine working capital fund service rates, costs
are assigned to intermediary organizations and then to the final cost output (service). For cost
recovery, both direct tracing and allocation are used. Direct costs are identified to the output via
fields in the account code. Indirect costs are determined by a series of cost allocations that
results in rates assessed on direct costs to determine the full cost of the output.
GSA/FPSD – On costs other than personnel or contract labor costs, we plan to use a couple of
different methods to allocate these costs. There are some costs that can be attributed to one
task and one client/service. Others we already have a way to distribute (i.e. W-2 costs would be
distributed across clients/services by headcount). However, most of the other costs would need
to be divided across many functions and many clients/services. We plan to develop a
percentage from the labor hours/contract labor hours being charged to functions/clients and
apply that percentage across all other costs.
GSA/OFPO – On costs other than personnel or contract labor costs (which we are directly
tracing), we plan to use a couple of different methods to allocate these costs. There are some
costs that can be attributed to one task and one client/service. Others we already have a way to
distribute based on cause and effect (i.e. W-2 costs would be distributed across clients/services
by headcount). However, most of the other costs would need to be divided across many
functions and many clients/services by allocating on a reasonable and consistent basis. We
plan to develop a percentage from the labor hours/contract labor hours being charged to
functions/clients and apply that percentage across all other costs.
HUD – HUD allocates based on a reasonable and consistent basis.
SBA – Costs are assigned based on $ of direct costs.
USDA/APHIS – We use a variety of methods: direct tracing, cause and effect, and allocation.
USDA/FSA – Direct tracing, and allocating on a reasonable and consistent basis.
USDA/OCFO – allocations as well as direct tracing and cost finding techniques
USDA/OCIO – 1. Direct tracing as per the transaction code from the core accounting system
and 2. Consumption-based drivers and metrics by customer agency
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Question 40
In organizations where service delivery is important, a large part of the costs of
programs may be labor and associated benefits costs. How do you collect the data need
to assign costs associated with personnel time?
Labor data reporting – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY,
DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, HUD, USDA/FSA,
USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
Periodic estimates by employee – SBA, USDA/FSA
Periodic evaluations completed by other than employee – USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA
Other – ED/FSA (Labor data surveys completed by managers)

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PRACTICES
Use of Teams or Committees
Question 41
Did you use a team or committee in developing and implementing your MCA system?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – HUD
Did not use any teams or committees – GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO
Question 42
Did you use a team or committee to make MCA-related policy decisions?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA,
DOT/FHWA, EPA, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – DOD/NAVY, HUD
Question 43
Did you use a team or committee for developing the details of the MCA process?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – HUD, SBA
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Question 44
Did you use a team or committee to obtain and disseminate MCA information?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, EPA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO
No – DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, HUD, SBA, USDA/OCIO
Question 45
Did the teams or committees include different levels of staff?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – EPA, HUD
Question 46
Was one person common to all teams or committees?
Yes – DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, SBA,
USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOD/NAVY, EPA, HUD
Question 47
Did the team or committee include user level staff like project managers?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – HUD
Question 48
Did the team or committee have clearly defined objectives or a charter?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – HUD
Question 49
Please describe any lessons learned or challenges met in the use of teams/committees.
DOC/NIST – The biggest challenge is that there are varying levels of understanding the process
as a whole.
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DOC/USPTO – The teams must consist of high quality staff who understand the functional
processes of their organization well and can learn ABC.
DOD/USACE – When fielding our MCA, CEFMS, in the 1990s, a training team composed of all
USACE organizational elements was formed, this was critical to success.
DOD/NAVY – Have the right people at the meeting, limited attendance, designate sessions as
working workshops
ED/FSA – Size of the group (too large, too many competing priorities). Working with smaller
groups to explain the goals, developing the unit costs, etc helped tremendously in implementing
our program. Education about goals of the project took away the fear of having being evaluated
solely on whether a target was met. Having a different view of the costs associated with unit
costs other than the normal budgetary object classes helped the managers understand what
areas they can effect and those they can't.
DOI/USBR – Headquarters was omitted from these teams which should have been included.
DOT/FAA – assure that all levels of the organization are represented; meet on a regular basis to
verify that all team members are clear on the objectives and decisions are not made in a
vacuum; and have an independent committee with executive power to help in making expedient
decisions when the team cannot reach consensus.
DOT/FHWA – Multi-disciplined, multi-level work groups ensured that needs of entire
organization were fully addressed
EPA – Involve all stakeholders in the process; disseminate information about decisions made as
early as possible.
SBA – Include members from major program and support areas.
USDA/OCIO – Initially difficult because of culture change, improved with training

Use of Pilot Tests
Question 50
Did you start with a pilot to test the concept?
Yes – DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, GSA/OFPO, HUD, USDA/APHIS,
USDA/FSA
No – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, GSA/FPSD, SBA,
USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
Question 51
If you answered yes to question 50, please briefly describe the pilot testing process you
used.
DOC/USPTO – One of the business lines (Trademarks) was the scope of the pilot ABC model.
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DOD/USACE – Deployment of our MCA, CEFMS, took place over several years and
functionality was developed and added in response to operational experience.
DOD/NAVY – SIGMA, CABRILLO, SMART, NEMAIS
ED/FSA – Rebuilt previous FY model (2002) to test methodology/model structure.
DOT/FAA – FAA did not have a pilot but it had an incremental approach to implementation.
GSA/OFPO – We implemented the ABC MCA using ETAMS first in one division, then a second,
then the remaining divisions and head of the office.
USDA/APHIS – APHIS implemented OROS (Organizational Reporting Online System) to track
Activity Based Costing for several administrative functions/organizations in the late 1990's. This
was only implemented for a small organization, to use as a pilot to test the concept of using
ABC. APHIS also pilot tested ACMS.
USDA/FSA – An activity reporting system (ARS) was piloted in 2008 with 1000+ employees. A
pilot cost model with per unit costs was tested at the end of 2008.
Question 52
If you answered yes to question 50, did the pilot test help with implementation or cause
problems? Please describe.
DOC/USPTO – No, it was useless.
DOD/USACE – Yes, the MCA system was greatly improved by the time fielding was completed
in 1998.
DOD/NAVY – Both. Helped reduced developmental time, but problems when there were
different processes between the pilots
ED/FSA – Our problem was caused by having made many assumptions in our first model (the
level of detail was not accurate) and when we tried to fit that the old model data into the new
model, the results were not as expected.
USDA/APHIS – Pilot testing helped identify enhancements and corrections that needed to be
made to the system before rolling it out to the entire entity.
USDA/FSA – Highlighted required updates in the activity dictionary
Communication
Question 53
Did you have clearly defined agency guidance?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, EPA, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – ED/FSA, DOT/FHWA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, HUD
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Question 54
Did you have frequent outreach to support the promulgated guidance?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, EPA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – ED/FSA, DOT/FHWA, SBA
Question 55
Did you ask for feedback to help identify potential needs of managers?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA,
USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – SBA
Question 56
Did you have training sessions to educate as many personnel as possible?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO
Question 57
When did you do the training?
DOC/NIST – Annually and on an as needed basis.
DOC/NOAA – Training was conduction prior to “go live”
DOC/USPTO – We do training all the time. We have been doing it at various times for 12 years.
DOD/USACE – Initial training was done when our MCA was fielded, since then we have
performed refresher/new employee training on a regular basis, now we have web-based training
also. USACE utilized a train-the-trainer concept where trainers went through a five week
training period to prepare them to teach in their respective command.
DOD/NAVY – 6 months before implementation
ED/FSA – We limited the training to those who would be providing information and data and the
effected managers. As we stated earlier, we found that working with small groups was an
important lesson learned. We also limited the number of users who can access our software.
DOI/USBR – In the year implementation began.
DOT/FAA – Once reports were established in CAS we used a "train the trainer" approach for the
lines of business. As the Labor Distribution Reporting system (LDR) was being deployed in the
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various organizations, the user community was trained on charging practices.
DOT/FHWA – Immediately before system implementation and during implementation and
routine usage
EPA – FY 2000.
SBA – Prior to system implementation.
USDA/APHIS – Training was conducted just prior to implementation, with follow-up and
refresher training developed post-implementation.
USDA/FSA – Users participating in the pilot were trained in early 2008. Training materials for
the full ARS launch in late FY 2010 are complete. As cost data becomes available, training will
be provided to managers to advise them on best use of this data.
USDA/OCFO – FY 2008 and FY 2009
USDA/OCIO – August, 2008
Pre-Implementation Period
Question 58
Did you use the pre-implementation period for experimentation?
Yes – DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOT/FHWA, USDA/FSA,
USDA/OCFO
No – DOC/NIST, DOD/USACE, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, EPA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, HUD,
SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/OCIO
Question 59
Did you use the pre-implementation period to help encourage buy-in?
Yes – DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOT/FHWA, EPA, SBA,
USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO
No – DOT/FAA, USDA/OCIO
Auditor Involvement
Question 60
Was your Office of Inspector General, Independent Public Accountant, or internal auditor
involved in the development and implementation process?
Yes – DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOT/FAA, EPA, HUD
No – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR, DOT/FHWA, GSA/FPSD,
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GSA/OFPO, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
Question 61
If you answered yes to question 60, please describe the nature of the involvement.
DOC/USPTO – IG auditors were present (along with union representatives) during the
requirements gathering portion of the initial ABC model implementation. In addition, USPTO
sent IG auditors to software training to become familiar with the selected ABC software
(HyperABC). Finally, the IG conducted an early review of the cost accounting model to make
sure it complied with accounting requirements prior to an agency-wide full blown
implementation.
DOD/USACE – Auditors are a key part of the process to keeping our MCA, CEFMS, in
compliance with published guidance and identifying potential weaknesses.
DOT/FAA – The DOT OIG performed several audits on CAS from 1999-2008. All
recommendations were implemented.
EPA – The OIG was briefed regarding how the Agency planned to implement MCA.
HUD – The OIG reviews the results of the cost allocation study as part of the HUD consolidated
audit.
Question 62
If you answered yes to question 60, please describe the benefits or drawbacks of the
involvement.
DOC/USPTO – There was significant benefit to having the auditors (IG) involved in the initial
implementation of the ABC project (considered a best practice). By involving the IG early and
allowing them to gain an understanding of the model structure and software, this allowed auditor
'sign-off' on the model and provided momentum for moving forward with the ABC initiative.
DOD/USACE – USACE has received an unqualified audit opinion the last three years, 2007,
2008 and 2009.
DOT/FAA – The benefit of the OIG involvement was that when recommendations were
implemented, the integrity of the managerial reports was improved. The drawback is that some
Lines of Business may not have agreed with the recommendation and may not have wanted to
report at a low level of detail.
EPA – The Agency obtained the understanding and buy-in of the OIG prior to implementing the
system.
HUD – As a result of OIG's reviews, no major changes have been made in the cost allocation
process.
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AGENCY CULTURE, MANAGEMENT ATTITUDES, AND COMMUNICATION
Question 63
How would you describe the culture, management attitudes and core competencies
relating to cost accounting in your organization?
DOC/NIST – Because NIST is primarily a scientific community, the culture is more of a business
practice rather than a Governmental.
DOC/NOAA – Management fosters an environment whereby all costs should be captured.
DOC/USPTO – Executives and high level managers are very aware of the expense data and
are leveraging it more frequently in recent years, particularly for fee analyses.
DOD/USACE – Since USACE primarily is a design and construction management entity, and
we must charge all District costs to our projects, cost accounting is central to what we do.
DOD/NAVY – Cost accounting was not a high priority except for external reporting and rate
setting
ED/FSA – Some managers have more interest in the cost information than others. Some
managers have little knowledge of the cost information. The new Chief Operating Officer of
FSA has a high level of interest, which will result in more interest and more dissemination of
cost information.
DOI/USBR – Reclamation functions like a utility company in that many of our costs are
reimbursable from our customers, because of this, our employees are quite familiar with cost
accounting.
DOT/FAA – There is a basic understanding of cost accounting and its benefits but additional
training and outreach can certainly enhance the knowledge.
DOT/FHWA – Apathetic
EPA – Depends on the organization. Those affiliated with the Working Capital Fund or with
programs in which cost recovery is required have a greater understanding/competency than
those in other areas.
GSA/FPSD – Management in the Financial & Payroll Services Division was receptive to
implementing a cost accounting program. There was some resistance among the staff when
the requirement to start tracking their time by task/client was introduced to them, but for the
most part, that resistance has been eliminated
GSA/OFPO – The culture of our office is customer-service oriented, and the management
attitude was that this would help our customer-service (by accurate cost tracking). Our
competencies relating to this is that we are accountants and technicians who have the
competencies to do the time/cost tracking.
HUD – Limited
SBA – Has fluctuated over the years.
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USDA/APHIS – Management in the MRP entities (APHIS, AMS, and GIPSA) is generally
supportive of cost accounting and believes cost data to be meaningful. The current (and future)
core accounting system cannot and will not meet the agencies full cost accounting needs. MRP
entities do not have the resources or core competencies to develop a rigorous cost accounting
system or methodology for accumulating full costs for numerous activities or programs.
USDA/FSA – There is limited knowledge about cost accounting.
USDA/OCFO – Supportive
USDA/OCIO – Maturing, widely used for budget formulation and pricing of services
Question 64
Does senior management support your attempts to implement cost accounting in your
organization?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/NOAA, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR,
DOT/FAA, EPA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO,
USDA/OCIO
No – DOT/FHWA, HUD
Question 65
Does your organization have a “champion” for MCA (i.e., a leader who supports the
concept and can keep employee enthusiasm high)?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA,
GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, SBA, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO, USDA/OCIO
No – DOC/NOAA, DOD/NAVY, EPA, HUD, USDA/APHIS
Question 66
If you answered yes to question 65, what is his/her title and function?
DOC/NIST – Deputy CFO
DOC/USPTO – The Chief Financial Officer is the USPTO champion for MCA.
DOD/USACE – USACE Director Resource Management
ED/FSA – Chief Operating Officer and the Chief Financial Officer
DOI/USBR – Director of Management Services, Working Capital Fund Manager, Chief of the
Contracting Activity and Deputy Chief Finance Officer; Operation and Policy
DOT/FAA – CFO
DOT/FHWA – Deputy CFO
GSA/FPSD – Director, Financial & Payroll Services Division
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GSA/OFPO – Deputy CFO, Office of Financial Policy and Operations
SBA – CFO
USDA/FSA – Chief Financial Officer of FSA
USDA/OCFO – Associate CFO Financial Operations
USDA/OCIO – Chief – Financial Management Branch, OCIO-ITS
Question 67
Has your organization developed an organization-wide statement or policy clearly
defining the objectives and uses of cost accounting?
Yes – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA,
GSA/OFPO, HUD, USDA/OCFO
No – DOC/NOAA, DOD/NAVY, EPA, GSA/FPSD, SBA, USDA/APHIS, USDA/FSA,
USDA/OCIO
Question 68
If you answered yes to question 67, does the statement or policy include the following
objectives and uses?
Budgeting and cost control – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA, DOT/FHWA,
GSA/OFPO, HUD, USDA/OCFO
Performance measurement – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA,
DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, GSA/OFPO, HUD, USDA/OCFO
Determining reimbursements and setting fees and prices – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO,
DOD/USACE, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA, GSA/OFPO, USDA/OCFO
Program evaluations – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, GSA/OFPO, USDA/OCFO
Making economic choice decisions – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, ED/FSA,
DOI/USBR, GSA/OFPO, USDA/OCFO
Improving service delivery – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOI/USBR, GSA/OFPO,
USDA/OCFO
Other – N/A
Question 69
If any of the objectives and uses listed in question 68 is not applicable, please explain
why.
ED/FSA – Determining reimbursements and setting fees and prices is not applicable because
we don't have prices or fees. “Program evaluations” is not applicable because the cost is not
the right measure to evaluate our programs. Improving service delivery is not applicable
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because we measure that surveying our customers.
DOI/USBR – Addressed in other Policy
DOT/FHWA – Program managers do not see the relevance of MCA for direct programs.
HUD – HUD's policy regarding the implementation of a cost allocation system and its intended
benefits have not been finalized by senior staff.
Question 70
Was the strategy for achieving the objectives shared with all levels of staff throughout
the organization during the MCA system development or upgrade?
Yes – DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOI/USBR, DOT/FAA, USDA/FSA, USDA/OCFO,
USDA/OCIO
No – DOD/NAVY, ED/FSA, DOT/FHWA, GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, HUD
Question 71
If you answered yes to question 70, please describe the communications process (during
initial implementation and/or subsequent upgrade).
DOC/NIST – It is unknown to us as the establishment occurred in 1956.
DOC/USPTO – Communications was maintained through use of a Steering Committee, training,
presentations to various groups and executives, bulletins, PTO "What's New", booth at
Community Day, and whatever else we could think of.
DOD/USACE – The key to adoption of CEFMS, our MCA, was command involvement from
HQUSACE down to the district (field) level.
DOI/USBR – Formal and informal communication to Leadership and Functional Teams and staff
DOT/FAA – Lines of Business driven internal communications strategy was developed to
convey CAS vision and implications; CAS awareness and feedback campaigns included
customized messages from Executive management to staff; and Weekly Status meetings were
conducted during implementation phase
USDA/FSA – Cost model demos have been presented to all levels of management, employee
organizations and pilot groups
USDA/OCFO – Meetings, workgroups, training sessions
USDA/OCIO – Meetings with senior managers to describe objectives and train on activity based
cost accounting
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OTHER
Question 72
If the board decides to propose additional cost accounting standards, our agency would
be willing to field test the proposed standards in conjunction with the exposure draft
period and provide oral or written feedback to the board.
Yes – ED/FSA, DOI/USBR, USDA/OCIO
No – DOC/NOAA, EPA, HUD, USDA/APHIS, USDA/OCFO
Maybe – DOC/NIST, DOC/USPTO, DOD/USACE, DOD/NAVY, DOT/FAA, DOT/FHWA,
GSA/FPSD, GSA/OFPO, SBA, USDA/FSA
Question 73
Do you have any other comments?
DOC/USPTO – MCA will never be fully accepted and used effectively unless there is a strong
link to the budget process directed by clear guidance.
DOD/USACE – It is extremely important to USACE to maintain an unqualified audit opinion.
ED/FSA – Not at this time.
EPA – I have no further comments.
HUD – None
USDA/OCFO – The USDA/Office of the Chief Financial Officer/Associate Chief Financial
Officer-Financial Operations is currently in the process of implementing the Cost Management
Information System (CMIS). We expect CMIS to be fully implemented by October 1, 2010.
USDA/OCIO – Not at this time.
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Name

Q1.

Q2.

Q3.

Q4.

Q5. and Q6.

DOC/NIST

Yes

NIST Working Capital Fund (WCF) – established in
1956

Department of Commerce
– NIST

Revolving

No

DOC/NOAA

Yes

NOAA

NOAA

Both

No

DOC/USPTO

Yes

We have implemented MCA for 100% of USPTO
expenses for all organizations including all support
orgs. MCA was implemented in 1997 USPTO-wide.

We are answering this
questionnaire for USPTO
as an entire entity.

Nonrevolving

No

DOD/USACE

Yes

MCA is accomplished through the Corps of Engineers
Financial Management System (CEFMS). It was fully
deployed in USACE in 1998 and has been operational
since.

All components of
USACE use CEFMS
which provides MCA.

Both

No

DOD/NAVY

Yes

NAVAIR 2008, NAVSUP, SPAWAR

Entities on Navy ERP

Both

No

ED/FSA

Yes

Federal Student Aid (FSA) in 2002

FSA

Nonrevolving

No

DOI/USBR

Yes

For all Project Construction Costs and Working
Capital Funds

All of Reclamation

Both

No

DOT/FAA

Yes

MCA is currently implemented for the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) which is one of the modal
bureaus for the Department of Transportation (DOT).
The FAA oversees the safety of civil aviation. FAA's
safety mission includes the issuance and enforcement
of regulations and standards related to the
manufacture, operation, certification and maintenance
of civil aircraft and commercial space vehicles. The
agency is also responsible for the rating and
certification of airmen, the certification of airports
serving air carriers, and the development and
operation of an air traffic control and navigation
system for aircrafts. FAA began developing its
enterprise Cost Accounting System (CAS) in 1996, as
directed by the Federal Aviation Reauthorization Act
of 1996, or AIR -21 and it started the implementation

All Lines of Business
(LOBs) within the Federal
Aviation Administration:
These lines of business
include the Air Traffic
Organization, Airports,
Aviation Safety and
Commercial Space
Transportation. The cost
accounting business rules
for Commercial Space
Transportation require an
update.

Both

Yes – Since FY 1999, the
DOT Office of Inspector
General has routinely
audited FAA's Cost
Accounting System and
made recommendations for
improvement. Some of the
OIG findings include:
improve overhead
allocations, ensure system
methodology and
documentation complies
with Federal accounting
standards, link the labor
distribution system to cost
accounting, and ensure
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Name

Q1.

Q2.

Q3.

Q4.

in 1998 with the Air Traffic Organization line of
business.

Q5. and Q6.
proper project coding. FAA
has concurred with all OIG
findings and has
implemented corrective
action.

DOT/FHWA

Yes

FY 2006 agency-wide at Federal Highway
Administration

Federal Highway
Administration agencywide

Both

No

EPA

Yes

Agency-wide implementation beginning FY 2000.

Answering for the Agency
as a whole.

Both

Yes, compliance issue
regarding full cost output
reporting. (SFFAS 4)

GSA/FPSD

Yes

We implemented a form of MCA in the GSA OCFO
Financial & Payroll Services Division in January 2010.
This Division is made up of four branches: Financial
Information Control Branch, Financial Operations &
Disbursement Branch, National Payroll Branch and
the External Services Branch.

GSA OCFO Financial &
Payroll Services Division

Revolving

No

GSA/OFPO

Yes

--

GSA, OCFO, Office of
Financial Policy and
Operations (comprised of
6 divisions and a DCFO
office)

Revolving

No

HUD

Yes

HUD – S&E Appropriations based on responsibility
centers- FY 2002

Department of Housing
and Urban Development

Both

No

SBA

Yes

SBA – 73000001 Small Business Administration
(Agency wide)

73000001 Small
Business Administration
(Agency wide)

Both

No

USDA/APHIS

Yes

APHIS, AMS and GIPSA collect costs for all of their
program areas. This is accomplished using the
Department's FFIS accounting system to collect costs
by accounting and transactions codes that roll up to
the GL. AMS and GIPSA use the Cost Allocation

All MRP entities.

Both

Yes, APHIS received the
following finding: GAO
Report on Managerial Cost
Accounting (GAO-061002R) recommended that
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Name

Q1.

Q2.

Q3.

Q4.

Q5. and Q6.
APHIS use its APHIS Cost
Management System data
fields for MCA as a step
toward better informed
managerial decision-making.

module in FFIS to distribute indirect program and
agency costs automatically based on pre-determined
percentages. APHIS uses standard vouchers to
manually distribute costs within FFIS to the proper
programs or activities. APHIS also developed a
system, the APHIS Cost Management System
(ACMS), which is used to track and reconcile
spending back to cost centers. ACMS may be used in
the future to include non-financial data that could be
used to provide MCA information. APHIS also used
ABC costing techniques to manage about 10 percent
of its budget in prior years.
USDA/FSA

Yes

Farm Service Agency (FSA) 2008

FSA

Both

No

USDA/OCFO

Yes

USDA/Office of the Chief Financial Officer/Associate
Chief Financial Officer-Financial Operations

Associate Chief Financial
Officer-Financial
Operations.

Revolving

Yes, a GAO report was
issued in FY 2006 with
recommendations to the
Secretary of Agriculture to
promote the implementation
and use of reliable MCA
methodologies to better
inform managerial decision
making in USDA and its
components.

USDA/OCIO

Yes

Office of the Chief Information Officer, International
Technology Services; ITS is the in-house provider of
information technology, service and support for over
40,000 USDA Service Center Agency employees and
their networked computers, IT equipment, and the
shared infrastructure that their agency networks and
applications run on. MCA has been implemented at
ITS since 2008.

– ITS - International
Technology Services

Both

No
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Name

Q7.

Q7. Why or why not?

Q8.

Q9.

Q10.

DOC/NIST

At least
one / no
more

At this time it is unnecessary

It is used for financial reporting.

In addition it is
management
decision making

It is used to determine our
profit and loss within the
WCF

DOC/NOAA

At least
one / no
more

This has been implemented for
NOAA overall.

Financial Statement Preparation
and Performance Reporting

--

Net costs of operations can
be found in the Statement of
Net Costs. These are
broken down by Strategic
Goal. Full costs are also
captured in Property, Plant,
and Equipment on the
Balance Sheet. We use full
costing when bringing an
asset into operation.

DOC/USPTO

At least
one / do
more

We have already implemented MCS
in all USPTO organizations. We
are constantly improving and
producing new reports and
functionality.

The primary use of cost
information is for financial
reporting (SNC & footnotes).

USPTO uses
cost information
for fee setting,
budget
formulation,
performance
reporting,
business
decisions, and
process
improvement.

Costs are incorporated into
performance reporting
through the Efficiency
Measures (EM) and cost
management measures.
EMs are calculated by
taking total expenses for
Patents and Trademarks,
including associated
portions of support
organizations, and dividing
by production volume. Cost
management measures are
used for general reporting
but also for organizational
assessments.

DOD/USACE

At least
one / no
more

We have implemented MCA in all
USACE entities.

Delivering projects within the
budgeted amount.

Reporting,
budget
development,
cost estimating,

USACE districts are not
funded, therefore 100% of
their costs are allocated to
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Name

Q7.

Q7. Why or why not?

Q8.

Q9.

Q10.

asset usage rate
development.

projects.
ED/FSA –

DOD/NAVY

At least
one / do
more

Required for Navy ERP solution

Managerial Reports

Rate setting

Direct Costs plus overhead

ED/FSA

At least
one / no
more

MCA was implemented for the
entire FSA organization.

Performance reporting

Contract
negotiations, cost
reduction, budget
formulation,
process
improvement.

Our model calculates direct,
partially-loaded, and fullyloaded unit costs. We only
report on direct costs in our
Annual Report.

DOI/USBR

At least
one / no
more

--

Reporting on Working Capital
Fund Activities

Budget
Formulation and
Asset
Management

Costs are incorporated
through the Statement of
Net Cost

DOT/FAA

At least
one / do
more

FAA has implemented MCA for all
lines of business. Any changes to
the Cost Accounting System going
forward will be to further refine the
LOB business rules and/or
reporting requirements.

FAA's primary use of cost
accounting information is to
establish Overflight fees/rates.

FAA has used
the Cost
Accounting
System to:

As part of the Agency's
Business Strategic Plan,
FAA organizations are
attempting to develop, track
and report performance
metrics using full cost on a
quarterly basis. Examples
from the Strategic Plan are:
cost per flight controlled,
grant administration
efficiency measure, direct
labor costs of certification of
foreign and domestic repair
stations.

-Establish
overhead rates to
be used in
reimbursable
costing
-Produce the
general purpose
Statement of Net
Cost by Program
and by Strategic
Goal
-Develop model
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Name

Q7.

Q7. Why or why not?

Q8.

Q9.

Q10.

for billing DOD
for long range
radar program in
support of the
National Defense
Program
-Performance
measurement
DOT/FHWA

At least
one / no
more

MCA model was too difficult and
costly to support, provided little
actionable information for leaders.
We intend to incorporate MCA in
our Departmental accounting
system upgrade.

Project cost distribution for
reimbursable work

Limited: agency
overhead for our
direct major
programs is <1%
of funding

N/A

--

--

Reporting

Cost recovery,
user fees,
working capital
fund pricing,
shared services
pricing.

Full cost is reported in the
Agency's Performance
Accountability Report and in
the Financial Statements.

GSA/FPSD

At least
one / no
more

We have implemented this in all
branches of the Financial & Payroll
Services Division.

We originally started this project
to help us identify the cost of
providing payroll and accounting
services to each of our client
agencies so we could more
accurately price our services. This
data will also assist us in
responding to numerous data
calls throughout the year showing
the amount of time and funding
we utilize in order to provide
accounting services to our clients
within GSA.

N/A

N/A

GSA/OFPO

At least

We have implemented MCA in all of

Our primary use of cost

Our office and

Performance reporting is

EPA
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Name

Q7.

Q7. Why or why not?

Q8.

Q9.

Q10.

one / do
more

the Office of Financial Policy and
Operations (the entity on which I am
reporting). However, we do plan to
implement MCA in all of the OCFO
offices at a later.

information is to accurately
charge customers (GSA Services
and other federal agencies) for
the cost of our services.

the OCFO are
currently using
the information to
identify areas for
potential process
improvements
and efficiencies.

done by another office in the
OCFO using budget and
actual data.

HUD

At least
one / no
more

HUD's funding process does not
warrant further cost allocation
procedures

Workflow analysis and
identification of administrative
costs to program accounts

N/A

HUD's PAR discusses
outputs and results related
to its strategic goals.

SBA

At least
one / no
more

All organizations with the SBA are
included in the implementation.

Financial Statement reporting Net Cost report, PAR

Used in the past
for decision
making on
program and
operational
decisions. We
plan to use cost
information for
performance
measure next
year.

Full costs are developed by
program for performance
reporting.

USDA/APHIS

At least
one / do
more

The current USDA accounting
system, FFIS, does not provide
MCA. USDA is implementing SAP
(known as FMMI in USDA), which
has a more robust cost
management module than FFIS.
APHIS, AMS, and GIPSA will
implement FMMI in the spring of
2011. All three agencies will
examine their current cost
accounting methodologies and
consider changes as they configure
FMMI for implementation.

APHIS, AMS and GIPSA use cost
information to track current year
spending, to build budget
requests for future years and to
develop emergency and
contingency fund requests. The
agencies also provide the cost
information to program managers
to track costs for their user fee
programs and make program
funding decisions.

The entities use
cost information
to develop
reimbursable
rates and user
fees for services
provided to the
public.

APHIS uses its core
financial system (Foundation
Financial Information
System -- FFIS) and
program systems to obtain
data for the Full Cost budget
exhibits, and that data is
used for reporting on the
PAR objectives and
performance measures.
APHIS is unable to provide
full accounting costs of
supporting the goal,
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Name

Q7.

Q7. Why or why not?

Q8.

Q9.

Q10.
objectives or performance
measures because APHIS
does not have a system
designed for this function.
APHIS captures cost
information at a high level
for financial statement
purposes. AMS and GIPSA
obtain data from FFIS and
program systems to provide
full accounting costs of
supporting the goals,
objectives, and performance
measures.

USDA/FSA

At least
one / do
more

BPMS will be used throughout FSA
and are working with multiple
agencies within the Department of
Agriculture to develop an integrated
MCA system

Budgeting

Determining
program needs,
analyzing
performance and
managerial
decision making

We are working towards
doing full cost reporting
using automated systems
but are not currently
reporting via these
automated systems. Any
full cost reporting is done on
a manual basis.

USDA/OCFO

At least
one / do
more

The USDA/Office of the Chief
Financial Officer/Associate Chief
Financial Officer-Financial
Operations is currently in the
process of implementing the Cost
Management Information System
(CMIS). We expect CMIS to be
fully implemented by October 1,
2010. CMIS will: Comply with
SFFAS 4 and 30, accumulate and
analyze financial and non-financial
data to allocate costs to
organizational units as well as
activities, establish cost and
performance baselines in support of

We are in the process of
implementing a cost management
system. A number one use has
not been decided but will include
determining cost of services,
assist in making staff decisions
and adjusting workloads

Currently we
employ the use of
cost finding
techniques to
determine costs
of services. This
involved the
running of
queries from the
general ledger as
well as our
legacy systems.
It is very time
consuming and
also requires

We will be able to employ
this measurement once we
have implemented CMIS.
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Name

Q7.

Q7. Why or why not?

Q8.

At least
one / do
more

MCA is recognized as a vital tool for
understanding the true costs of
services provided; this
understanding aids management
decisions concerning pricing,
customer billing, budgeting, and
resource planning.

Q10.

certain
assumptions.

managerial decision making, utilize
the principles of Standard Costing
as well as Activity-based Costing in
order to capture full costs,
identify/assign costs to the various
responsibility segments and along
their respective line of business,
and establish cost objects that are
related to specific responsibility
segments in compliance with
SFFAS 4.
USDA/OCIO

Q9.

To provide accurate cost
information to ITS leadership in
oversight of ITS operations, by
recommending, developing and
establishing cost accounting,
budgeting and internal control
policies, requirements and
standards.
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Develop,
implement, and
maintain cost
reporting,
including unit
costs, to ITS
leadership and
customer
agencies in
support of
Service Line
Agreements
(SLAs) and to
ensure that
metrics/costs
align with
budgetary
requirements.

Costs of resources that
contribute directly or
indirectly to the provision of
services to customer
agencies are included in all
cost reports generated by
the ITS-CMIS (Cost
Management Information
System) including costs
regardless of the
responsibility segment which
originally consumed the
cost. This is achieved within
the core accounting system
which contains charge
codes for both direct and
indirect services, the latter
being integrated into the
direct services using
consumption-based drivers
and customer metrics.
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Name

Q11. and Q12.

Q13. – Q15.

Q16. and Q17.

Q18a.

DOC/NIST

Yes – It is done on
a continual basis.

Yes – The analysis is used to
determine fees, surcharges, and
reimbursement rates.

No

1) It has allowed us to calculate and charge true
costs more accurately, 2) It provides a more
accurate basis for cost analysis. 3) It provides a
more accurate cost benefit analysis of program
performance.

DOC/NOAA

Yes – NOAA
conducts constant
monitoring of its
business rules with
input from our user
community.

Yes – We believe program
managers rely more on budgetary
information with regards to
making decisions than using cost
information.

No

The DoCs financial system allows data to be
reviewed at various levels. This should prove
helpful in allowing managers to make effective
decisions.

DOC/USPTO

Yes – We change
portions of our
MCS every year.
In 2009, we
overhauled our
Patent model,
Trademark model
and OCIO model.
We began using
the new Patent and
Trademark models
in first quarter 2010
and will begin using
the revised OCIO
model in second
quarter 2010.

Yes – Program managers use
cost information for fee costing
and setting, budgetary uses,
performance measures such as
efficiency and cost management
measures, and for business
decisions such as choosing which
portion of the Patent process to
improve and automate.

Yes – This is the
fundamental problem with
MCA today. There is no
guideline for linkage
between MCA and budget.
At PTO, the prior year
organizational expense
percentages, translated to
obligations, becomes the
starting point for budget
formulation. More guidance
from FASAB is required to
bring about a government
version of the CAM-I
(Consortium of Advanced
Management International)
closed loop to guide federal
budget formulation.

Our three greatest successes in implementing
MCA are: 1. Ongoing Patent and Trademark
Fee Studies, 2. Continued use of the ABC data
for financial reporting (SNC & Footnotes), 3.
Use of ABC data in the budget formulation
process since 1998.

Yes – Reviews are
on-going.
Customers enter

Yes – MCA allows us to
determine the proportion of our

No

1. Our MCA system has cost data available in
real-time. 2. Our upward reports are available
immediately at the end of the month. 3. Our

DOD/USACE

I answered Yes to #13, but here
is what you need to do: embed
the MCA expense data in the
fundamental processes such as
financial reporting, budgeting and
performance reporting. Business
usage evolves from that.
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Name

Q11. and Q12.

Q13. – Q15.

change requests
and as regulatory
requirements
change the system
is updated
accordingly.

workload that can be done with
in-house resources or
contractors.

DOD/NAVY

Yes – Continuous
monitoring of
customer issues

Yes – external reports, set
customer rates, organizational
realignment

Yes – Department of Navy
Industrial Budgeting
Information System
(DONIBIS)

Rates, surcharges, reports

ED/FSA

Yes – We perform
a continuous
review of our
system and make
any necessary
adjustments.

Yes – Cost information has been
used in contract negotiations and
budget formulation.

Yes – Our MCA system is
built on assignments,
tracing, and allocations of
expenditures to outputs.

Establishing cost targets and reporting on FSA's
performance annually. Predicting budgets
based on volumes, supporting budget requests.
Contract negotiation. We were able to
challenge a contractor's bid to increase their
capacity to originate more loans and were able
to save $4M.

Yes – In the last
two years,
Reclamation
conducted several
reviews under the
Management for
Excellence Initiative
which resulted in
new Directive and
Standards and new
business
management
practices in the
Working Capital
Fund.

Yes – Reclamation created the
SPCCR to capture cost and
repayment data by project to
facilitate better management of
existing infrastructure, increase
knowledge and understanding of
the repayment status of these
facilities, to increase transparency
of construction costs of our
customers.

Yes – Reclamation
formulates budget in much
more detail.

1) Consistency in a decentralized organization
through Standard Process of Costing. 2)
Flexibility and transparency of our indirect costs
in the Working Capital Fund. 3) Facilitate better
management of contacts

DOI/USBR

Q16. and Q17.

Q18a.
fiscal year rollover process takes approximately
24 hours.
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Name

DOT/FAA

Q11. and Q12.

Q13. – Q15.

Q16. and Q17.

Q18a.

Yes – We are
currently (February
2010-June 2010)
conducting a cost
management
assessment study.
The objective of
this study is to
characterize how
cost management
and cost
information is
currently being
used in FAA and tie
agency uses to the
following areas
mentioned in
SFFAS #4:
Budgeting and Cost
Control,
Performance
Measurement,
Determining
Reimbursements,
Setting Fees and
Prices, Program
Evaluations, and
Economic Choice
Decisions. This
effort is not only a
review of agency
cost requirements,

Yes and No – An example was
the strategic decision to
outsource the Agency's flight
service stations in October 2005
to realize cost savings. The Cost
Accounting System provided the
data to support the A-76 analysis
that resulted in the outsourcing of
FAA's flight service stations. It
has been difficult to get the LOBs
to fully embrace MCA. The
culture is based on managing by
"obligations" rather than
"expense" data. We continually
struggle with ways to make the
data more useful to our program
managers. Perhaps more training
on MCA and its uses can give the
LOBs more understanding on
how to manage with cost.

Yes – Our Cost Accounting
System reports the costs
associated with programs
that "roll up" to services that
are provided by each line of
business. In contrast, the
Budget is focused on
reporting by program that
roll up to the Agency's
goals.

Outsourcing of the flight service stations
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- Collecting overflight fees, and
-Improved reimbursable cost recovery
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Name

Q11. and Q12.

Q13. – Q15.

Q16. and Q17.

Q18a.

No

No – If data were timely and in a
format relevant to decision
makers

No

none

EPA

Yes – The Agency
periodically
develops a
Strategic Plan
which is aligned to
the budget via the
account code
structure captured
in the Agency's
financial system.
The latest Strategic
Plan is for 20092014 and was
developed in FY
2008.

Yes – Managers use this
information to track the cost of
program outputs, for cost
recovery, to measure
performance and to set fees.

No

1) working capital fund; 2) integration of
financial accounting and other data systems
(e.g., contracts, grants, programs); 3) cost
recovery.

GSA/FPSD

No – We have not
completed a
system review as
we just started the
project in the last
two months.

Yes – Internal users are not yet
receiving the data as we just
starting gathering costs within the
last two months.

No

N/A - we just implemented program within last
two months.

GSA/OFPO

Yes – We just
reviewed the needs
of the OCFO in the
past year, and, as a
result, we
implemented a new

Yes – We just started using
activity-based cost accounting to
track labor costs by activity and
customer in our electronic time
and attendance management

No

New to doing it, but we can see exactly where
the time/ resources are going, which is useful
for managing those resources.

but also an
opportunity for cost
accounting
outreach.
DOT/FHWA
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Name

Q11. and Q12.

Q13. – Q15.

Q16. and Q17.

Q18a.

MCA in January
2010.

system (ETAMS) by activities and
customers. Previously, we did
periodic tracking outside of the
ETAMS system. We used this
information to identify areas of
process improvements.

HUD

Yes – HUD CFO
Budget Office
reviews and
updates TEAM for
cost allocation
purposes

Yes – Allows HUD to track
employees’ time based on
specific tasks for major programs.

No

N/A

SBA

Yes – FY 2009. We
realized that
besides financial
statement
preparation we
currently are not
using the cost
information for our
organization's
needs. We plan to
improve our cost
system so it can
respond to the
Agency's needs.

Yes – At times cost information
has been used for decision
making.

No

--

USDA/APHIS

Yes – All three
components are in
the process of
reviewing their
current system as
part of the effort to

Yes – AMS has developed a
Statement of Operations analysis
which is a profit and loss
statement derived from the ledger
within FFIS. This analysis shows
managers their activity by month

No

--
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Name

Q11. and Q12.

Q13. – Q15.

Q16. and Q17.

Q18a.

implement FMMI in
spring of 2011.

to support informed manager
analysis and decision making.
AMS managers regularly review
these reports and use them to
manage cost. Cost information is
available for APHIS managers for
decision-making purposes and is
used on an as–needed basis. The
responsibility lies with those
managers to determine the best
data to make decisions and the
appropriate level of data use.
GIPSA currently uses operational
performance information to report
financial performance to
management and demonstrate
alignment with strategic plans.
GIPSA makes economic
decisions on a case-by-case
basis using the best cost or
financial data available.

USDA/FSA

Yes – Reviews are
on-going. Some
adaptations are
incorporated during
each review
process to better
show the true cost
of doing business.

Yes – The standards serve as an
excellent starting point; currently
we utilize various manual systems
for input into decisions. We
believe the BPMS system will
provide the basis for decisions in
the future.

Yes – Data for budget
formulation is computed
manually.

1. Automated budget formulation/execution to
track costs and get closer to a full costing
environment. 2. Develop a pilot cost model to
begin per unit costing 3. Began an Activity
Reporting System to track employee activities
for MCA purposes

USDA/OCFO

Yes – FY 2009
Appropriate
modifications have

Yes – See response to questions
7 and 8.

Yes – Actual cost by
service line versus a
calculated amount used for

--
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Name

Q11. and Q12.

Q13. – Q15.

Q16. and Q17.

been made to
address
organizational
needs.
USDA/OCIO

Yes – Reviews are
accomplished by
way of monthly
meetings with
branch chiefs and
other senior
leadership within
ITS and OCIO.
The CMIS system
has been well
received.

Q18a.

the budget

Yes – Understanding the true
costs of doing business helps
internal management to
determine and deploy future
levels of resources in anticipation
of their demand levels. It also
helps gauge budget standards by
measuring the variances to those
standards. Users can gain
insights to better achieve the
organization's goals and meet
strategic objectives.

No
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1. Managers now have access to cost
information that was previously unavailable
before CMIS was implemented. 2. More
accurate unit cost data across customers has
enabled better focus to resource requirements
and demands 3. SLAs and customer billings are
more defensible
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Name

Q18b.

Q18c.

Q19.

Q20.

Q21.

DOC/NIST

1) The need for a continual review of
fees, surcharges, and reimbursement
rates. 2) Educating the customers and
management in understanding the
concept of indirect cost and matching
cost to revenues within the same
reporting period. 3) In addition to
performing the review process, it is
difficult to determine the actual rates
to be charged.

1) Educate your customers
2) Establish a basis for
calculating rates 3) Review
your calculation/analysis
methods and update when
organizational changes
occur.

It would be
beneficial to have
accounts payable
reports but our
current system
has limitations.

To determine the
“best practices” by
using the most cost
effective process.

The establishment
of a standardized
methodology of
cost accounting
across Government
Agencies. Most
agencies are
accustomed to
budgetary
accounting and not
cost accounting.

DOC/NOAA

Standardization of data across our
reporting segments are been a
challenge.

Ensure data consistency
and standardization exists.
This would definitely help in
ensuring the best data is
available.

--

Comparing cost data
with other agencies
would be a good tool
to leverage
successes and
lessons learned from
those agencies.
Implementing those
successes could
assist in driving down
administrative and
operational costs.

Establishing points
of contact could
pose a problem.
The formatting of
how the data is
presented could
also be a
challenge.

Our three greatest challenges in
making MCA useful are: 1. Getting
the managers to understand what
ABC is and how the USPTO ABI
system is designed to capture full
costs, 2. Getting the right people to
look at the data and actually use it (it
often did not get to the operations
managers but rather only to the
finance and budget representatives
within those program areas), 3. Push-

Our three most important
lessons learned are: 1. The
data must be useful to
operations folks and the
project must have
executive-level buy-in and a
champion; 2. The expense
information must be
integrated into the
mandated reporting

We produce an
abundance of
cost information
and apply it
differently
depending on
which
organization it
originates in. It
would be helpful
to use the costing

Benchmarking would
be beneficial as long
as we compare
apples to apples.
Benchmarking would
be very difficult with
different quality
MCAs between
agencies. Process
improvements could
be made in less

In order to do any
type of meaningful
comparison, costs
must be captured in
a similar fashion
and defined very,
very specifically.
For example, if you
just say, "include IT
costs", some
people will provide

DOC/USPTO
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Name

DOD/USACE

DOD/NAVY

ED/FSA

Q18b.

Q18c.

Q19.

Q20.

Q21.

back saying the data is wrong and
arguing over drivers instead of using
the data.

requirements so that it will
never fade away; 3. An
executive level steering
committee to approve and
record decisions is
necessary.

information for
internal and
external
benchmarking on
a more regular
basis to help
identify process
efficiency
improvements. It
might also be
useful to run
expenditures and
perhaps even
obligations
through the ABC
expense models.

efficient areas by
studying more
efficient
organizations.

an individual's
share of the entire
IT structure across
the whole
organization, and
some will only
include the
person's PC.

1. Educating USACE project
managers about USACE costing
policies. 2. Developing meaningful
local reports. 3. Developing
meaningful enterprise reports.

1. An MCA should operate
in real-time. 2. All levels of
the organization must be
trained in using the MCA.
3. Auditors should be
involved in system design.

--

Comparing costs
across agency lines
would help us remain
competitive, however
the accounting
systems would have
to be similar to make
comparisons fair.

USACE charges
current workload
for the cost of
accrued retirement
benefits.

Command interpretation, lack of
standardization

Normalization of business
processes, standardization
of data definitions

--

Ability to understand
cost structure,
compatibility of data

Unwillingness to
change processes

Having enough personnel resources
to fully move to activity-based
management. Applying overhead
costs. Working with business unit staff
to implement new uses for the
model’s results and the quarterly
models.

Senior Management
commitment and buy-in are
extremely important to the
success of the project. Start
the ABC/M initiative as a
pilot, in a specific area,
before taking on the entire

Benchmark data
from other
agencies and
private sectors.

Strengthened budget
justifications, more
informed contract
negotiations, process
improvements and
cost of providing
services/functions at
different FSA

Internal/External:
Willingness to
share information
(more external),
differing ways of
calculating costs,
differing ways of
performing/providin
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Name

Q18b.

Q18c.

Q19.

organization. Begin with an
objective before designing
the model. Keep
information flowing to
management and users. In
addition, give users ‘direct’
access to the information.
Have enough resources to
develop and sustain the
project.

Q20.

Q21.

locations.

g a service,
differing ideas on
what should
constituent the
costs.

DOI/USBR

Understanding their customer needs,
not overwhelming them and training

Consistency is hard to
obtain, know your
customers and know your
data.

Depends on the
situation that you
are analyzing.
The information
is readily
available,
however, it has to
be pulled from
multiple systems.

Business Process
efficiencies and/or
cost savings

Comparative
analysis is difficult
because data is not
consistent.

DOT/FAA

-System complexity

The following three factors
are essential for a
successful MCA
implementation:

Generating MCA
reports for the
Agency's
franchise fund.

-Compare costs of
similar activities and
find causes for cost
differences

Making sure costs
being compared
are homogeneous
enough to draw the
right conclusions.

-Cultural change to complement
managing by using budgetary data
with cost accounting data
-Training managers on usefulness of
cost data

-Executive management
leadership/support

-Ownership of managerial cost data

-User involvement
-Clear statement of
requirements
-Avoid building a system or
methodology that is overly
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-Managers can
respond to inquiries
about the costs of the
activities they
manage
-Compare cost
changes over time
and identify their
causes
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Name

Q18b.

Q18c.

Q19.

Q20.

Q21.

complex
DOT/FHWA

timeliness of data, accuracy of selfreported data, ability to influence
budgets and/or resource allocation

Leadership commitment is
essential; integrate
seamlessly with time &
attendance and accounting
systems; make it easy and
transparent to self-report

comparison with
like agencies and
across similar
business units

look for efficiencies

focusing on the
differences/uniquen
esses of agencies
rather than their
similarities

EPA

1) Managers are focused on their
budgets (i.e., how much was spent
and how much is available for
spending) more than on costs; 2)
Lack of integration of financial and
programmatic data systems; 3)
Developing reports to meet
manager's specific needs.

1) Develop a flexible
account code structure at a
sufficient level of detail to
meet managers' needs; 2)
Integrate financial and other
data systems to the extent
possible; 3) Include all
stakeholders in decisionmaking processes.

None for now.

These comparisons
would influence
decision-making
about where a
particular type of
service should be
performed, e.g., in
house versus by
another federal entity.
Likewise, our Agency
may be able to
provide services to
other agencies on a
lower cost basis.

Cost versus price
issues might arise.
An agency might
want to perform a
certain function on
a federal-wide
level. The full cost
of performing that
service might
exceed what the
agency could
reasonably expect
to price its service
at and be
competitive. One
agency's
organizational
structure may
include more
administrative type
function's/costs
than another's
putting that agency
at a competitive
disadvantage when
pricing its services.

GSA/FPSD

N/A - we just implemented program

N/A - we just implemented

N/A

We expect to obtain

--
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Name

GSA/OFPO

HUD

Q18b.

Q18c.

within last two months.

program within last two
months.

We expect to have useful reports as
we have data in ETAMS.

Use a pilot first. We used
one, then a second division
as pilots before using the
ABC MCA across all 6
divisions of the Office of
Financial Policy and
Operations. And this Office
will serve as a pilot for all of
OCFO.

N/A

N/A

Q19.

Q20.

Q21.

the actual costs to
perform particular
services as well as
costs to provide
services to client
agencies. The data
will also be useful to
managers in
assessing where their
branch resources are
being utilized and will
be helpful in looking
for areas to focus on
to improve efficiency.
We plan to
allocate the
indirect costs
based on the
direct labor costs
we are currently
tracking since
January 2010 (or
later for some
divisions.)
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N/A

We expect to have
more precise data on
the actual cost to
perform particular
services (activities)
and to provide
services to specific
customers (GSA
Services or other
federal agencies).
This will allow more
precise pricing to
each customer. We
expect to be able to
compare divisions/
branches where
appropriate and to
leverage this
information to drive
process
improvement.

We believe there
are barriers to
comparing across
agencies where the
risk is comparing
"apples and
oranges".

N/A

Comparing similar
programs
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Name

Q18b.

Q18c.

Q19.

Q20.

Q21.
administered by
different agencies

SBA

Obligation costs versus expenses;
Overhead allocation; Allocation
method.

Choose a good cost
method and system.
Implementation must
include top management
support. Train program
managers on the difference
between cost information
and budget costs.

USDA/APHIS

There are several challenges in
making MCA information useful to
managers. Collecting accurate data
requires extensive training, outreach,
and support from management.
Collecting accurate data requires staff
resources. Many of our field and
mission employees are scientists,
inspectors, graders, veterinarians,
entomologists, etc.; it is challenging to
gather cost information from this level.

--

USDA/FSA

1. Getting appropriate systems
purchased 2. Getting data from feeder
systems to use MCA 3. Getting
cooperation from all components to
develop system

1. Get buy in from high
level stakeholders 2. Get a
good integrator 3. Keep
stakeholders apprised of
project status

N/A

Could inform budget
decisions by
management. Could
link performance with
cost.

Non comparable
economies of
scale, different
organizations and
program
operations.

--

There are many
variables that might
make it difficult to
compare
administrative and/or
operational costs in
such a way. The
comparison may
highlight or uncover
efficiencies that one
agency or
organization has
implemented, that
might be transferable
to another agency.

The barriers or
obstacles would be
those variables
among agencies.
Some agencies are
regulatory in
nature, and may
incur more
administrative or
operational costs
that another
agency would not.

We are not yet
fully utilizing MCA
to provide a
response

If comparisons
among offices prove
to be
methodologically
valid, regional cost
and output analysis
will be helpful to
analyze efficiencies.

There may be a
sense of data
ownership and an
unwillingness to
share information.
Should some areas
prove to be
substantially less
efficient than
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Name

Q18b.

Q18c.

Q19.

Q20.

Q21.
others, this may
well cause
additional
difficulties

USDA/OCFO

Identifying the metrics to capture the
cost by the various cost centers

We needed an automated
system to capture the cost
data so that we can merge
the cost data with the cost
drivers.

We believe the
CMIS will serve
our cost
information
needs.

We hope to be able
to track and calculate
actual costs of our
service lines in order
to accurately bill our
customers for
services provided.

N/A

USDA/OCIO

1. Education - communicating the
benefits of MCA such that more and
more users will use the cost data 2.
Tie-in to accounting system - CMIS is
actually independent of the core
financial system but still required
tweaking to accommodate changeover to new accounting system 3.
Training - as more and more agencies
start to implement their own CMIS
models, agency staff must be trained
so that they can maintain their own
models rather than rely solely on the
original ITS staff that built the first
CMIS model.

1. Communicate the
benefits to all those who
would be impacted, as soon
as possible 2. Establish
team of users who would
be responsible for
maintaining their cost
system/models and arrange
for effective training and
knowledge transfer 3.
Monitor results regularly to
(a) ensure reconciliation
with core financial system,
(b) identify variances to
budget, (c) get feedback
from end-users as to
effectiveness of cost
reports so they can be
modified as necessary

Cost by Strategic
Organizational
Goals; more Key
Performance
Indicators (KPIs)
and Cost
Scorecards /
Dashboards

Benchmarking across
agencies;
understanding true
cost/benefit
relationships in the
provision of services
to those agencies

Resistance to
divulge or share
information thought
to be sensitive or
confidential;
differences in
philosophy with
respect to how
costs are pooled for
assignment
purposes and/or
unit cost reporting.
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Name

Q22.

Q23.

Q24.

DOC/NIST

Yes

Activity-based
costing

We use a relational database and reporting
tools. The Finance Office has the ability to
update the system and both the Finance and
Budget Offices monitor accuracy.

No

DOC/NOAA

Yes

Job order costing

Various NOAA staff members are responsible
for data being put into the system as verifying
its accuracy and/or reliability. Changes to the
system are authorized by the Department of
Commerce.

No

DOC/USPTO

Yes

Activity-based
costing

The software used for ABC at PTO is SAP
Profitability and Cost Management (called
ABIS at USPTO). The ABC contractor is
responsible for the data extraction from the
Enterprise Data Warehouse and integration
with the ABIS. Only the ABI Division of the
Office of Finance, with support from the
Financial Systems Division, is permitted to
change the system. The ABI division is
responsible for the reliability and accuracy of
the data in the system.

No

DOD/USACE

Yes

The Corps of Engineers Financial
Management System (CEFMS). It is used by
all USACE activities and user roles are
assigned based on function at the activity
level.

No

DOD/NAVY

Yes

Navy ERP is the system. Field Business
Financial Managers and Comptrollers are
responsible for the data. Navy ERP is
permitted to make changes.

No

Standard
costing, Job
order costing,
Other (Direct
Project Costing)
Standard
Costing
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Q25.

Q26. and
Q27.
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Name

Q22.

Q23.

Q24.

ED/FSA

Yes

Activity-based
costing

FSA's ABC system is CostPerform. The ABC
Team, within the FSA CFO office, is
responsible for entering and editing data in
the system. The team is also responsible for
the accuracy and reliability of the data.

DOI/USBR

No

DOT/FAA

Yes

Q25.

No

Access databases and spreadsheets
Other – FAA
uses a
methodology that
is most similar to
Activity Based
and Job Order
costing. Most
costs are
accumulated in
and/or directly
traced to defined
projects and
activities
(outputs).

The FAA’s Cost Accounting System (CAS)
consists of three major components:
Front End Control System (FECS) –
Processes financial and statistical
(operational) data and formats it for use in
PeopleSoft
PeopleSoft Projects Application (an Oracle,
commercial off-the-shelf application) –
Maintains the financial and operational data
residing in the database; performs cost
allocations; and provides application security
Report, Analysis, and Distribution System
(RADS) – FAA’s online tool for accessing
CAS reports
A weekly file is imported to CAS from the
Agency's Oracle-based core financial system
(called "DELPHI"). This file contains
revenues, expenses, gains and losses for
labor and non labor transactions. Operational
data from several systems throughout the
Agency is also imported. Memorandums of
Understandings are in place with system
owners to define roles and responsibilities.
Any requested changes to CAS are submitted
to a Configuration Control Board (CCB) that
meets weekly. The CCB approves, scopes
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Q26. and
Q27.

No
No
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Name

Q22.

Q23.

Q24.

Q25.

Q26. and
Q27.

and prioritizes all system changes.
The accuracy and reliability of the CAS data is
dependent on the accuracy and reliability of
the extracts CAS gets from the core financial
system and other operational systems. Also,
our Cost Accounting Branch has quality
control processes in place to check for the
accuracy and completeness of the data.
DOT/FHWA

Yes

Standard costing

when the system was operational, the CFO
staff coordinated input from payroll and
accounting. Deputy CFO was system owner.

EPA

No

Managerial cost accounting data resides in
the Agency's financial system.

No

GSA/FPSD

No

Personnel costs are tracked utilizing our
timekeeping system. Reports are manually
pulled from a data warehouse on a biweekly
basis and pulled into Excel where the data
is summarized using pivot tables. This data
is reconciled back to Payroll reports to
ensure we are capturing all personnel costs.
The distribution of other costs such as
supplies, rent, utilities, and travel will be
captured in Excel spreadsheets. The basis
of the distribution of these costs will vary
depending upon the type of expense. In
some cases, such as for travel or printing
costs, etc we can easily identify a specific
task and/or client to attribute the cost to. In
other cases, such as general supplies, rent,
etc, the costs will be allocated based on the
percentages derived from our personnel
costs. All of these calculations will be done

No
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Yes – On
hold until
MCA “next
steps” are
finalized
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Name

Q22.

Q23.

Q24.

Q25.

Q26. and
Q27.

manually at this time.
GSA/OFPO

HUD

SBA

Yes

Yes

Yes

--

--

Activity-based
costing

The TEAM system is administered by the
CFO Office of Budget based on individual
submission of identified tasks

Activity-based
costing

Oros cost accounting system.
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We are using the previously described
ETAMS. Employees or their branch chiefs
input the data. The OCFO is responsible for
the system (a different office in the OCFO
from our office.) We are responsible
(employees, supervisors, management) for
the accuracy of our own data in the ETAMS
system. Labor costs are tracked using the
ETAMS system. Reports are manually
pulled from a data warehouse on a biweekly
basis and pulled into Excel where the data
is summarized using pivot tables. This data
is reconciled back to Payroll reports to
ensure we are capturing all personnel costs.
The distribution of other costs such as
supplies, rent, utilities, and travel will be
captured in Excel spreadsheets. The basis
of the distribution of these costs will vary
depending upon the type of expense. In
some cases, such as for travel or printing
costs, etc. we can easily identify a specific
task and/or client to attribute the cost to. In
other cases, such as general supplies, rent,
etc. the costs will be allocated based on the
percentages derived from our personnel
costs. All of these calculations will be done
manually at this time.

Yes – We
considered
XBRL in
our overall
approach
to cost
accounting
for all of
GSA. We
will
consider its
use at a
later date
after we
use MCA
throughout
all of
OCFO and
are
expanding
its use
across
GSA.

The FTE percentages derived from TEAM
are used to allocate administrative costs to
responsibility centers defined in HUD's
consolidated financial statements.

No

No
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Name
USDA/APHIS

USDA/FSA

USDA/OCFO

Q22.
Yes

Yes

Yes

Q23.

Q24.

Activity-based
costing, Process
costing, Other (in
some cases,
costs may be
distributed based
on manual
calculations that
take a variety of
factors into
account.)

APHIS, AMS and GIPSA collect costs for all
of their program areas. This is accomplished
using the Department's FFIS accounting
system to collect costs by accounting and
transactions codes that roll up to the GL.
AMS and GIPSA use the Cost Allocation
module in FFIS to distribute costs
automatically based on pre-determined
percentages. APHIS uses standard vouchers
to manually distribute costs within FFIS to the
proper programs or activities. APHIS also
developed a system, the APHIS Cost
Management System (ACMS), which is used
to track and reconcile spending back to cost
centers. ACMS may be used in the future to
include non-financial data that could be used
to provide MCA information. APHIS also used
ABC costing techniques to manage about 10
percent of its budget in prior years. All of
these systems have established security that
limits input to trained users who have the
proper access.

No

Activity-based
costing

Staff are assigned duties through designation
of roles and responsibilities. All employees
will enter ABC data and all managers will
review for accuracy

No

Standard
costing, Activitybased costing,
Job order
costing, Process
costing

CMIS - Cost Management Information
System; CMIS models are built using a
software application from SAP/Business
Objects known as PCM (Profitability and Cost
Management.) Rae Ann Martino, Mgmt
Analyst, Cathy Boyd, Budget Analyst, Michelle
Santiago, Mgmt Analyst were the model
builders. Martino. Boyd & Santiago input the
data and ensure the accuracy and reliability of
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Q25.

Until full implementation of CMIS we
currently employ the use of cost finding
techniques to determine costs of services.
This involved the running of queries from
the general ledger as well as our legacy
systems. It is very time consuming and also
requires certain assumptions.

Q26. and
Q27.

No
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Name

Q22.

Q23.

Q24.

Q25.

Q26. and
Q27.

the data in CMIS. Dennis Jack, Associate
Director, Reporting and Administration, directs
and supervises the efforts of the analysts.
USDA/OCIO

Yes

Activity-based
costing

CMIS - Cost Management Information
System; designed by Lisa Johnson, Chief Financial Management Branch, ITS;
architected and built by Al Baker,
Mgmt+Program Analyst, ITS-FMB; data input
and managed by Mary Eckart,
Mgmt+Program Analyst, ITS-FMB. Baker and
Eckart are responsible for the accuracy and
reliability of the data in CMIS. CMIS models
are built using a software application from
SAP/Business Objects known as PCM
(Profitability and Cost Management.)
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No
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Name

Q28.

Q29.

Q30. and Q31.

Q32.

Q33.

Q34. and
Q35.

Q36. and Q37.

DOC/NIST

Operating Units, Budget
Programs/Projects

Various programs and
projects far too numerous to
list. We are a scientific
community with very detailed
projects.

Yes – based on
Congressional
direction

Yes

Yes

No

No

DOC/NOAA

NOAA's responsibility
segments include the
following: Office of Marine
and Aviation Operations,
National Ocean Service,
Office of Oceanic and
Atmospheric Research,
National Weather Service,
National Environmental
Satellite, Data, and
Information Service,
Program Planning and
Integration

NOAA uses projects and
tasks as its cost object.

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes – NOAA Buoy Center
- NOAA has an
agreement with the Coast
Guard whereby the Coast
Guard does maintenance
work on NOAA's buoy
system and does not
charge NOAA for this
service

DOC/USPTO

The primary responsibility
segments at USPTO are
Patents, Trademarks, and
Intellectual Property
Protection (IPP).

We have an ABC cost model
for each USPTO
organization. Each model
has cost objects. There are
approximately 150 cost
objects in total consisting of
products, services or
customers as appropriate.
We would be happy to supply
a complete list if you are
interested.

Yes – The
responsibility
segments
changed as the
strategic plan
changed.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes – The DOC Working
Capital Fund charges.
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Name
DOD/USACE

Q28.

Q29.

Q30. and Q31.

Q32.

Q33.

Q34. and
Q35.

Q36. and Q37.

USACE major business
lines are Civil Works,
Military Programs, IIS, and
R&D. All use the same
MCA.

Project Codes, Appropriation
Codes, Army Management
Structure Codes (AMSCO),
Account Period, Resource
Codes, Standard Elements of
Resource, and Object Class

Yes – As
appropriation
requirements or
management
initiatives
change,
appropriate
changes are
made to the
accounting
system to track
and report
requirements,
i.e. ARRA.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes –
Comptroller
shops,
Commandin
g Officers

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes – Department of
Education

DOD/NAVY

ED/FSA

Chief Financial Office, Chief
Information Office, Program
Compliance, Business
Operations, Student Aid
Awareness and Application
Service, Business
Transformation and
Administrative Services,
Enterprise Performance
Management Services,
Communication and
Outreach Staff, Policy
Liaison and
Implementation,

Electronic/Paper FAFSA
Application, Pell
Disbursements, ACG
Disbursements, SMART
Disbursements, TEACH
Disbursements, Direct Loan
Origination and
Disbursements, Direct Loan
PLUS Origination and
Disbursements, FSEOG
Disbursements, Perkins Loan
Program Disbursements,

Yes – Cost
objects are
added to the
model based
on changes in
the
organization
and data
provided by the
program
managers.
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Name

Q28.

Q29.

Q30. and Q31.

Q32.

Q33.

Q34. and
Q35.

Q36. and Q37.

Ombudsman

Federal Work Study Program
Disbursements, LEAP/SLEAP
Program Disbursements,
Direct Loan Consolidation,
Loan Servicing, Default
Collections, Conditional
Disability Discharge, FFELP
Monitoring of Financial
Partners, FFEL Reviews,
Compliance Audits, School
Reviews (Audit Reviews,
Eligibility Reviews, Financial
Reviews, Program Reviews,
Management & Other
Reviews), Monitoring and
Oversight of Schools (Public,
Private, Proprietary, Foreign).

DOI/USBR

Too many to list in this
survey.

Too many to list in this
survey.

No

Yes

--

Yes –
General
managemen
t for Policy
and
Administrati
on of nonreimbursabl
e activities.

No

DOT/FAA

The mission of the FAA is
to provide the safest, most
efficient aerospace system
in the world. CAS
responsibility segments are

Each major FAA Line of
Business defined the
products and services
provided to its users. These
services represent the final

No – There
have been
revisions within
the
responsibility

Yes

Yes

Yes – At the
end of an
accounting
cycle, there
are certain
general

No
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Name

Q28.

Q29.

Q30. and Q31.

the four lines of business
that have a direct role to
accomplish this goal: Air
Traffic Organization (ATO),
Aviation Safety (AVS),
Airports (ARP) and
Commercial Space
Transportation (AST).
These lines of business
(LOBs) work together to
create, operate, and
maintain the National
Airspace System.

cost objects in CAS where
cost is accumulated in
projects and tasks.

segments. For
example, the
Air Traffic
Organization
line of business
has
reorganized
twice since
FAA
implemented
this segment in
the Cost
Accounting
System.
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Q32.

Q33.

Q34. and
Q35.
ledger
adjustments
that are
required to
prepare the
financial
statements.
Some of
these
adjustments
are coded at
a "high
level" (e.g.
corporate
level), but
the level of
detail
required for
cost
accounting
data is not
available.
Examples of
this kind of
entry are:
audit
adjustments,
reclassified
accounts,
intra-agency
eliminations,
and entries
related to
appropriatio
ns that are
canceling.
Usually the
amount is

Q36. and Q37.
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Name

Q28.

Q29.

Q30. and Q31.

Q32.

Q33.

Q34. and
Q35.

Q36. and Q37.

nominal and
is "spread"
prorata for
the final
year-end
Statement of
Net Cost.
DOT/FHWA

program office
(headquarters), field office
locations - similar to
Assessable Unit for OMB
Circular A-123 reporting

organization, task, service

No

No

EPA

The Agency's responsibility
segments are its five
Strategic Plan Goals: 1)
Clean Air and Global
Climate Change; 2) Clean
and Safe Water; 3) Land
Preservation and
Restoration; 4) Healthy
Communities and
Ecosystems and 5)
Compliance and
Environmental
Stewardship.

The Agency has over a
hundred environmental and
support cost objects (i.e.
outputs) which are defined as
program/projects.
Program/projects are part of
the account code structure
which is used to capture the
cost of outputs of the various
Agency programs.

Yes – See
answer to
question 12.
Revisions to
responsibility
segments may
occur as a part
of the Strategic
Plan
development
process. Cost
objects (i.e.,
outputs) may
be revised as
part of the
annual
planning/budge
t process.

Yes

GSA/FPSD

We are tracking our costs
separately between our
internal work done for GSA
(T1) and the work done for

We have developed a list of
over 250 specific tasks that
are performed by the various
branches of the Financial &

No

No
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Yes – External system
providers, Department
headquarters, common
facilities

Yes

No

Yes – Under-reimbursed
Interagency Agreement
costs with other federal
entities.

No
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Name

Q28.

Q29.

Q30. and Q31.

Q32.

external client agencies
(B3)

Payroll Services Division.
The tasks are grouped by
major categories such as
Administrative Work,
Supervisory Duties, Customer
Service, Process Cash,
Process Entries & Payments,
Reconciliations & Analysis,
Reporting, Program
Management, Fixed Assets,
Perform AR Functions, Client
Relations, Process Biweekly
Payroll, Account/Systems
Reconciliations, Systems
Support and Management

GSA/OFPO

Responsibility segments
are each of the 6 divisions,
the DCFO office heading
the Office of Financial
Policy and Operations, and
where appropriate
segmenting the divisions'
work into internal work for
GSA and work done for
external customer
agencies.

The cost objects are the over
250 activities identified,
defined, and assigned a labor
tracking code. We also
identified and assigned a
labor tracking code for
customer agencies to be
used with the activity code
where applicable.

No

No

HUD

FHA, GNMA, Section 8
Rental Assistance,
Community Development
Block Grants, HOME,
Operating Subsidies, Public
and Indian Housing Loans
and Grants, Housing for the

BOCs used by HUD to record
personnel compensation
costs (BOC 1100) and other
indirect costs such as travel
(BOC 2100, 2300, 2400)

No

Yes
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Q33.

Q34. and
Q35.

Q36. and Q37.

No

Yes

Yes – They
represent
administrativ
e costs not
attributable
to specific
responsibilit

Yes – A portion of HUD's
administrative costs
relate to OMB, OPM and
the Department of Labor.
These costs are defined
as governmental
expenses and allocated
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Name

Q28.

Q29.

Q30. and Q31.

Q32.

Q33.

Elderly and Disabled and
All Other Programs.

Q34. and
Q35.

Q36. and Q37.

y centers

to the responsibility
centers in HUD's financial
statements.
No

SBA

Costs are reported for
SBA's strategic goal
categories. Costs are
reported on both obligation
and expense basis.

Program activities are the
cost objects.

Yes – Model
adjusted for
changes in
organization,
programs and
annual plan
initiatives.

Yes

Yes

Yes –
Inspector
general and
Congression
ally
mandated
grants.

USDA/APHIS

The responsibility segments
for APHIS, AMS, and
GIPSA are the major
programs within the
entities.

Cost objects vary and include
items such as inspections,
certificates issues, volume of
product graded, etc.

No

Yes

Yes

No

Field offices go to the
county office level;
headquarters offices go to
the division level

Cost objects are driven by
outputs at the county office
level, such as contracts
approved or contracts
maintained

Yes – Focus
groups review
annually

No

Yes – Leasing, Human
Resource work, work with
USAID Rural
development

Accounting Processing
Services, Administrative
Payment Services, Cash
Reconciliation Services,
Financial Reporting
Services, Intragovernmental Payment and
Collection Services,
Property Accounting

Cycles run; 1099s produced;
maintenance requests; IAS,
telephone, and utility invoices
processed; GovTrip audits;
relocation travel
authorizations and vouchers;
debts collected/managed;
FMS-224 reports; FACTS I
and II reports, FMS6652s

No

No

No

USDA/FSA

USDA/OCFO
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No
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Name

USDA/OCIO

Q28.

Q29.

Services, and Federal
Funding and Accountability
Act (FFATA)/American
Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA)

reconciled; FBWT
reconciliations; agency
financial statements
reviewed; TRORs processed;
real and personal property
reconciliations; volume of
assets; FFATA/ARRA
records.

Various branches contained
within the following ITS
divisions: Infrastructure
Governance Division,
Infrastructure Definition
Division, Infrastructure
Operations Division,
Technical Support Division,
and Administrative
Management Division

See subtab 3 for complete
response.

Q30. and Q31.

Q32.

Q33.

Q34. and
Q35.

Q36. and Q37.

Yes – Updating
the service
catalog and list
of customer
agencies as
ITS has grown
and expanded;
also in concert
with
changeover to
new financial
accounting
system.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes – Costs charged by
any responsibility
segment that are on
behalf of or in lieu of any
another segment are
included in CMIS, in
accordance with full costs
guidelines. These may
include any of the
aforementioned divisions
and branches.
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Name

Q38.

Q39.

Q40.

Q41.

Q42.

Q43.

Q44.

Q45.

Q46.

Q47.

DOC/NIST

A majority is based on total
administrative and
overhead costs applied as
a rate against direct labor
costs by program.

Direct costs are charged to
programs, and indirect costs
are charges based on total
administrative and overhead
costs applied as a rate
against direct labor costs by
program.

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

DOC/NOAA

There is a small percentage
of items that are paid for
centrally and are then
distributed out based on
labor dollars.

NOAA uses both direct
tracing and allocation on a
reasonable and consistent
basis

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

DOC/USPTO

We use a mature ABC
system with approximately
300 drivers used as
appropriate for the resource
or activity. We use all of the
examples cited above in
addition to many, many
more. We would be happy
to provide a complete list of
drivers if you are interested.

We use a mature ABC
system with approximately
300 drivers used as
appropriate for the resource
or activity. We use all of the
examples cited above in
addition to many, many more.
We would be happy to
provide a complete list of
drivers if you are interested.

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DOD/USACE

USACE allocates two types
of overhead, Departmental
and G&A (General &
Administrative), and has
published guidance on what
types of indirect costs are
allowable for each type of
overhead.

Contract and direct labor
costs are charged to project
funds directly, direct labor
funds are burdened with
Departmental overhead and
G&A overhead as described
above.

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Name

Q38.

Q39.

Q40.

Q41.

Q42.

Q43.

Q44.

Q45.

Q46.

Q47.

Labor Hours

Direct tracing for direct costs,
Pro-rated share of direct labor
hours for overhead

Labor data
reporting

Yes

No

Yes

Yes/
No

Yes

No

Yes

ED/FSA

Overhead Surcharge Rule.
The overhead costs for
FSA’s Outputs are
calculated based on a rate,
which is the total overhead
costs divided by the total
direct cost. This rate is
then applied to the Direct
Cost for each Output.

Direct tracing (majority of
costs) and allocation.

Other (labor
data surveys
completed by
managers)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DOI/USBR

It varies by region, our
indirect costs are directly
related to our labor. A
separate component is
identified for leave,
benefits, office and regional
indirect costs.

We do all of the above.

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DOT/FAA

FAA allocates corporate
overhead costs using a
"top-down" method, known
as a "waterfall" approach.
Using a waterfall approach,
all indirect costs, starting at
the “top” of the
organization, are assigned
to the direct projects and
services that are provided
by the “bottom”
organizational units. FAA’s
corporate indirect cost

Overhead is assigned by
allocating on a reasonable
and consistent basis.
Specifically, the total direct
cost (labor and non-labor)
directly traced to each LOB
generally determines the
proportion of indirect costs
allocated to each LOB total
cost by organization.

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DOD/NAVY
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Name

Q38.

Q39.

Q40.

Q41.

Q42.

Q43.

Q44.

principally labor hours—
varies with cost type

Direct (principally), allocation
based on strategic goals
supported

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Overhead costs such as
rent, utilities, etc. are
captured in the accounting
system. The costs are then
allocated depending on the
purpose of the allocation.

All three methods are used to
assign costs to outputs
depending on cost accounting
needs. Direct tracing of costs
to outputs is done in the
Agency's financial
management system via the
account code. Agency
support costs are allocated to
programmatic outputs based
on a predetermined allocation
methodology. To determine
working capital fund service
rates, costs are assigned to
intermediary organizations
and then to the final cost
output (service). For cost
recovery, both direct tracing
and allocation are used.
Direct costs are identified to
the output via fields in the
account code. Indirect costs
are determined by a series of

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Q45.

Q46.

Q47.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

pools are typically made up
of staff offices
(administrative functions
such as human resources
and accounting) which
provide support to all lines
of business. CAS allocates
these costs to all of the
lines of business (LOB).
DOT/FHWA

EPA
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Name

Q38.

Q39.

Q40.

Q41.

cost allocations that results in
rates assessed on direct
costs to determine the full
cost of the output.
GSA/FPSD

See question 39 for
explanation of how we are
distributing our overhead
costs.

On costs other than
personnel or contract labor
costs, we plan to use a
couple of different methods to
allocate these costs. There
are some costs that can be
attributed to one task and one
client/service. Others we
already have a way to
distribute (i.e. W-2 costs
would be distributed across
clients/services by
headcount). However, most
of the other costs would need
to be divided across many
functions and many
clients/services. We plan to
develop a percentage from
the labor hours/contract labor
hours being charged to
functions/clients and apply
that percentage across all
other costs.

Labor data
reporting

Did
not
use
any
teams
or
comm
ittees

GSA/OFPO

We plan to use various
methods depending on the
type of costs. See my
response to question 39.

On costs other than
personnel or contract labor
costs (which we are directly
tracing), we plan to use a
couple of different methods to
allocate these costs. There

Labor data
reporting

Did
not
use
any
teams
or
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Q42.

Q43.

Q44.

Q45.

Q46.

Q47.
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Name

Q38.

Q39.

Q40.

are some costs that can be
attributed to one task and one
client/service. Others we
already have a way to
distribute based on cause
and effect (i.e. W-2 costs
would be distributed across
clients/services by
headcount). However, most
of the other costs would need
to be divided across many
functions and many
clients/services by allocating
on a reasonable and
consistent basis. We plan to
develop a percentage from
the labor hours/contract labor
hours being charged to
functions/clients and apply
that percentage across all
other costs.

Q41.

Q42.

Q43.

Q44.

Q45.

Q46.

Q47.

comm
ittees

HUD

FTE percentages recorded
in the TEAM data base.

HUD allocates based on a
reasonable and consistent
basis.

Labor data
reporting

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

SBA

Overhead allocated based
on $ of direct costs.

Costs are assigned based on
$ of direct costs.

Periodic
estimates by
employee

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

USDA/APHIS

We use a variety of
methods, but primarily
number of employees and
direct program dollars.

We use a variety of methods:
direct tracing, cause and
effect, and allocation.

Periodic
evaluations
completed by
other than
employee

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Name

Q38.

Q39.

Q40.

Q41.

Q42.

Q43.

Q44.

Q45.

Q46.

Q47.

Multiple agency leases
costs are computed through
a combination of square
footage used and the
number of employees. An
estimate is used in some
instances.

Direct tracing, and allocating
on a reasonable and
consistent basis.

Labor data
reporting,
Periodic
estimates by
employee,
Periodic
evaluations
completed by
other than
employee

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

USDA/OCFO

number of documents
processed

allocations as well as direct
tracing and cost finding
techniques

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

USDA/OCIO

Number of employees

1. Direct tracing as per the
transaction code from the
core accounting system and
2. Consumption-based
drivers and metrics by
customer agency

Labor data
reporting

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

USDA/FSA
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Name

Q48.

Q49.

Q50. and
Q51.

DOC/NIST

Yes

The biggest challenge is that
there are varying levels of
understanding the process as a
whole.

DOC/NOAA

Yes

DOC/USPTO

Yes

The teams must consist of high
quality staff who understand the
functional processes of their
organization well and can learn
ABC.

Yes – One of
the business
lines
(Trademarks)
was the
scope of the
pilot ABC
model.

DOD/USACE

Yes

When fielding our MCA,
CEFMS, in the 1990s, a training
team composed of all USACE
organizational elements was
formed, this was critical to
success.

DOD/NAVY

Yes

Have the right people at the

Q52.

Q53.

Q54.

Q55.

Q56.

Q57.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Annually and on an as
needed basis.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Training was conducted
prior to “go live”

No, it was
useless.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

We do training all the
time. We have been
doing it at various times
for 12 years.

Yes –
Deployment
of our MCA,
CEFMS, took
place over
several years
and
functionality
was
developed
and added in
response to
operational
experience.

Yes, the MCA
system was
greatly
improved by
the time
fielding was
completed in
1998.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Initial training was done
when our MCA was
fielded, since then we
have performed
refresher/new employee
training on a regular
basis, now we have webbased training also.
USACE utilized a trainthe-trainer concept where
trainers went through a
five week training period
to prepare them to teach
in their respective
command.

Yes –

Both. Helped

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

6 months before
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Name

Q48.

Q49.

Q50. and
Q51.

Q52.

meeting, limited attendance,
designate sessions as working
workshops

SIGMA,
CABRILLO,
SMART,
NEMAIS

reduced
developmental
time, but
problems when
there were
different
processes
between the
pilots
Our problem
was caused by
having made
many
assumptions in
our first model
(the level of
detail was not
accurate) and
when we tried
to fit that the
old model data
into the new
model, the
results were
not as
expected.

ED/FSA

Yes

Size of the group (too large, too
many competing priorities).
Working with smaller groups to
explain the goals, developing
the unit costs, etc helped
tremendously in implementing
our program. Education about
goals of the project took away
the fear of having being
evaluated solely on whether a
target was met. Having a
different view of the costs
associated with unit costs other
than the normal budgetary
object classes helped the
managers understand what
areas they can effect and those
they can't.

Yes – Rebuilt
previous FY
model (2002)
to test
methodology/
model
structure.

DOI/USBR

Yes

Headquarters was omitted from
these teams which should have
been included.

No
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Q53.

Q54.

Q55.

Q56.

Q57.
implementation

No

No

Yes

Yes

We limited the training to
those who would be
providing information and
data and the effected
managers. As we stated
earlier, we found that
working with small groups
was an important lesson
learned. We also limited
the number of users who
can access our software.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

In the year
implementation began.
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Name
DOT/FAA

Q48.

Q49.

Q50. and
Q51.

Yes

-assure that all levels of the
organization are represented
-meet on a regular basis to
verify that all team members
are clear on the objectives and
decisions are not made in a
vacuum

Q52.

Q53.

Q54.

Q55.

Q56.

Q57.

No – FAA did
not have a
pilot but it had
an
incremental
approach to
implementatio
n

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Once reports were
established in CAS we
used a "train the trainer"
approach for the lines of
business. As the Labor
Distribution Reporting
system (LDR) was being
deployed in the various
organizations, the user
community was trained
on charging practices.

-have an independent
committee with executive power
to help in making expedient
decisions when the team
cannot reach consensus.
DOT/FHWA

Yes

Multi-disciplined, multi-level
work groups ensured that
needs of entire organization
were fully addressed

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Immediately before
system implementation
and during
implementation and
routine usage

EPA

Yes

Involve all stakeholders in the
process; disseminate
information about decisions
made as early as possible.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

FY 2000.

GSA/FPSD

No

No

Yes

No

GSA/OFPO

Yes – We
implemented
the ABC MCA
using ETAMS
first in one
division, then
a second,

No

Yes

No
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Name

Q48.

Q49.

Q50. and
Q51.

Q52.

Q53.

Q54.

Q55.

Q56.

Q57.

then the
remaining
divisions and
head of the
office.
HUD

No

SBA

Yes

USDA/APHIS

Yes

Include members from major
program and support areas.

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Prior to system
implementation.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Training was conducted
just prior to
implementation, with
follow-up and refresher
training developed postimplementation.

Yes – APHIS
implemented
OROS
(Organization
al Reporting
Online
System) to
track Activity
Based
Costing for
several
administrative
functions/orga
nizations in
the late
1990's. This
was only
implemented
for a small
organization,
to use as a
pilot to test
the concept of
using ABC.
APHIS also
pilot tested

Pilot testing
helped identify
enhancements
and
corrections
that needed to
be made to the
system before
rolling it out to
the entire
entity.
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Name

Q48.

Q49.

Q50. and
Q51.

Q52.

Q53.

Q54.

Q55.

Q56.

Q57.

Highlighted
required
updates in the
activity
dictionary

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Users participating in the
pilot were trained in early
2008. Training materials
for the full ARS launch in
late FY 2010 are
complete. As cost data
becomes available,
training will be provided to
managers to advise them
on best use of this data.

ACMS.
USDA/FSA

Yes

Yes – An
activity
reporting
system (ARS)
was piloted in
2008 with
1000+
employees.
A pilot cost
model with
per unit costs
was tested at
the end of
2008.

USDA/OCFO

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

FY 2008 and FY 2009

USDA/OCIO

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

August 2008

Initially difficult because of
culture change, improved with
training
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Name

Q58.

Q59.

Q60. and Q61.

Q63.

Q64.

Q65. and
Q66.

Q67.

No

Because NIST is
primarily a scientific
community, the
culture is more of a
business practice
rather than a
Governmental.

Yes

Yes –
Deputy CFO

Yes

Management fosters
an environment
whereby all costs
should be captured.

Yes

No

No

Executives and high
level managers are
very aware of the
expense data and are
leveraging it more
frequently in recent
years, particularly for
fee analyses.

Yes

Yes– The
Chief
Financial
Officer is the
USPTO
champion for
MCA.

Yes

DOC/NIST

No

DOC/NOAA

Yes

Yes

No

DOC/USPTO

Yes

Yes

Yes – IG auditors were
present (along with
union representatives)
during the
requirements gathering
portion of the initial
ABC model
implementation. In
addition, USPTO sent
IG auditors to software
training to become
familiar with the
selected ABC software
(HyperABC). Finally,
the IG conducted an
early review of the cost
accounting model to
make sure it complied
with accounting
requirements prior to
an agency-wide full

Q62.

There was significant
benefit to having the
auditors (IG) involved in
the initial implementation
of the ABC project
(considered a best
practice). By involving the
IG early and allowing
them to gain an
understanding of the
model structure and
software, this allowed
auditor 'sign-off' on the
model and provided
momentum for moving
forward with the ABC
initiative.
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Name

Q58.

Q59.

Q60. and Q61.

Q62.

Q63.

Q64.

Q65. and
Q66.

Q67.

USACE has received an
unqualified audit opinion
the last three years,
2007, 2008 and 2009.

Since USACE
primarily is a design
and construction
management entity,
and we must charge
all District costs to
our projects, cost
accounting is central
to what we do.

Yes

Yes–
USACE
Director
Resource
Management

Yes

blown implementation.
DOD/USACE

No

Yes

Yes – Auditors are a
key part of the process
to keeping our MCA,
CEFMS, in compliance
with published
guidance and
identifying potential
weaknesses.

DOD/NAVY

Yes

Yes

No

Cost accounting was
not a high priority
except for external
reporting and rate
setting

Yes

No

No

ED/FSA

Yes

Yes

No

Some managers
have more interest in
the cost information
than others. Some
managers have little
knowledge of the cost
information. The new
Chief Operating
Officer of FSA has a
high level of interest,
which will result in
more interest and
more dissemination
of cost information.

Yes

Yes – Chief
Operating
Officer and
the Chief
Financial
Officer

Yes
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Name

Q58.

Q59.

Q60. and Q61.

DOI/USBR

No

DOT/FAA

No

No

Yes – The DOT OIG
performed several
audits on CAS from
1999-2008. All
recommendations were
implemented.

DOT/FHWA

Yes

Yes

No

Q62.

No

The benefit of the OIG
involvement was that
when recommendations
were implemented, the
integrity of the managerial
reports was improved.
The drawback is that
some Lines of Business
may not have agreed with
the recommendation and
may not have wanted to
report at a low level of
detail.

Q63.

Q64.

Q65. and
Q66.

Q67.

Reclamation
functions like a utility
company in that
many of our costs are
reimbursable from
our customers,
because of this, our
employees are quite
familiar with cost
accounting.

Yes

Yes –
Director of
Management
Services,
Working
Capital Fund
Manager,
Chief of the
Contracting
Activity and
Deputy Chief
Finance
Officer;
Operation
and Policy

Yes

There is a basic
understanding of cost
accounting and its
benefits but
additional training
and outreach can
certainly enhance the
knowledge.

Yes

Yes – CFO

Yes

Apathetic

No

Yes –
Deputy CFO

Yes
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Name

Q58.

Q59.

Q60. and Q61.

Q62.

Q63.

Q64.

Q65. and
Q66.

Q67.

EPA

No

Yes

Yes – The OIG was
briefed regarding how
the Agency planned to
implement MCA.

The Agency obtained the
understanding and buy-in
of the OIG prior to
implementing the system.

Depends on the
organization. Those
affiliated with the
Working Capital Fund
or with programs in
which cost recovery
is required have a
greater
understanding/compe
tency than those in
other areas.

Yes

No

No

GSA/FPSD

No

No

Management in the
Financial & Payroll
Services Division was
receptive to
implementing a cost
accounting program.
There was some
resistance among the
staff when the
requirement to start
tracking their time by
task/client was
introduced to them,
but for the most part,
that resistance has
been eliminated

Yes

Yes –
Director,
Financial &
Payroll
Services
Division

No

GSA/OFPO

No

No

The culture of our
office is customerservice oriented, and
the management

Yes

Yes –
Deputy CFO,
Office of
Financial

Yes
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Name

Q58.

Q59.

Q60. and Q61.

Q62.

Q63.

Q64.

attitude was that this
would help our
customer-service (by
accurate cost
tracking). Our
competencies
relating to this is that
we are accountants
and technicians who
have the
competencies to do
the time/cost
tracking.
HUD

No

Yes – The OIG reviews
the results of the cost
allocation study as part
of the HUD
consolidated audit.

SBA

No

Yes

USDA/APHIS

No

Yes

As a result of OIG's
reviews, no major
changes have been made
in the cost allocation
process.

Q65. and
Q66.

Q67.

Policy and
Operations

Limited

No

No

Yes

No

Has fluctuated over
the years.

Yes

Yes – CFO

No

No

Management in the
MRP entities (APHIS,
AMS, and GIPSA) is
generally supportive
of cost accounting
and believes cost
data to be
meaningful. The
current (and future)
core accounting
system cannot and
will not meet the

Yes

No

No
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Name

Q58.

Q59.

Q60. and Q61.

Q62.

Q63.

Q64.

Q65. and
Q66.

Q67.

agencies full cost
accounting needs.
MRP entities do not
have the resources or
core competencies to
develop a rigorous
cost accounting
system or
methodology for
accumulating full
costs for numerous
activities or
programs.
USDA/FSA

Yes

Yes

No

There is limited
knowledge about cost
accounting.

Yes

Yes – Chief
Financial
Officer of
FSA

No

USDA/OCFO

Yes

Yes

No

Supportive

Yes

Yes –
Associate
CFO
Financial
Operations

Yes

USDA/OCIO

No

No

No

Maturing, widely used
for budget
formulation and
pricing of services

Yes

Yes – Chief
– Financial
Management
Branch,
OCIO-ITS

No
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Name
DOC/NIST

Q68.

Q69.

Budgeting and cost control,
Performance measurement,
Determining
reimbursements and setting
fees and prices, Program
evaluations, Making
economic choice decisions,
Improving service delivery

Q70. and Q71.

Q72.

It is unknown to us as the
establishment occurred in 1956.

Maybe

DOC/NOAA

Q73.

No

DOC/USPTO

Budgeting and cost control,
Performance measurement,
Determining
reimbursements and setting
fees and prices, Program
evaluations, Making
economic choice decisions,
Improving service delivery

Yes – Communications was
maintained through use of a
Steering Committee, training,
presentations to various groups and
executives, bulletins, PTO "What's
New", booth at Community Day,
and whatever else we could think
of.

Maybe

MCA will never be fully
accepted and used
effectively unless there is
a strong link to the budget
process directed by clear
guidance.

DOD/USACE

Budgeting and cost control,
Performance measurement,
Determining
reimbursements and setting
fees and prices, Program
evaluations, Making
economic choice decisions,
Improving service delivery

Yes – The key to adoption of
CEFMS, our MCA, was command
involvement from HQUSACE down
to the district (field) level.

Maybe

It is extremely important
to USACE to maintain an
unqualified audit opinion.

DOD/NAVY

Performance Measurement

No

Maybe

ED/FSA

Budgeting and cost control,
Performance measurement,
Making economic choice
decisions

No

Yes

Determining reimbursements
and setting fees and prices is
not applicable because we don't
have prices or fees. “Program
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Not at this time.
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Name

Q68.

Q69.

Q70. and Q71.

Q72.

Yes – Formal and informal
communication to Leadership and
Functional Teams and staff

Yes

Yes – Lines of Business driven
internal communications strategy
was developed to convey CAS
vision and implications.

Maybe

evaluations” is not applicable
because the cost is not the right
measure to evaluate our
programs. Improving service
delivery is not applicable
because we measure that
surveying our customers.

DOI/USBR

Determining
reimbursements and setting
fees and prices, Making
economic choice decisions,
Improving service delivery

DOT/FAA

Performance Measurement
and Determining
reimbursements and setting
fees and prices

Addressed in other Policy

-CAS awareness and feedback
campaigns included customized
messages from Executive
management to staff
-Weekly Status meetings were
conducted during implementation
phase
DOT/FHWA

Budgeting and cost control,
Performance measurement,
Determining
reimbursements and setting
fees and prices

Program managers do not see
the relevance of MCA for direct
programs.
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Name

Q68.

Q69.

Q70. and Q71.

EPA

GSA/FPSD
GSA/OFPO

Budgeting and cost control,
Performance measurement,
Determining
reimbursements and setting
fees and prices, Program
evaluations, Making
economic choice decisions,
Improving service delivery

HUD

Budgeting and cost control,
Performance measurement

HUD's policy regarding the
implementation of a cost
allocation system and its
intended benefits have not been
finalized by senior staff.

Q73.

No

I have no further
comments.

No

Maybe

No

Maybe

No

No

SBA

None

Maybe

USDA/APHIS

No

USDA/FSA

USDA/OCFO

Q72.

Budgeting and cost control,
Performance measurement,
Determining
reimbursements and setting

Yes – Cost model demos have
been presented to all levels of
management, employee
organizations and pilot groups

Maybe

Yes – Meetings, workgroups,
training sessions

No
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The USDA/Office of the
Chief Financial
Officer/Associate Chief
Financial Officer-
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Name

Q68.

Q69.

Q70. and Q71.

Q72.

fees and prices, Program
evaluations, Making
economic choice decisions,
Improving service delivery

USDA/OCIO

Q73.
Financial Operations is
currently in the process of
implementing the Cost
Management Information
System (CMIS). We
expect CMIS to be fully
implemented by October
1, 2010.

Yes – Meetings with senior
managers to describe objectives
and train on activity based cost
accounting
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Not at this time.
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